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Charles Curtis of Kansas:
Vice President of the United States,
1929.1933
by Marvin Ewy*

Introduction
Charles Curtis devoted the major portion of his seventy-six years of
life (1860-1936) to holding public office. He was the first native of Kansas to represent the state in the United States Senate. He reached the
height ot his career with the Vice Presidency during the administration of
Herbert Hoover, 1929-1933, and in so doing became the only man with an
appreciable amount of Indian blood ever to hold that office. Throughout
his career Curtis was a Republican of unquestioned regularity,'
The purpose of this study is: (1) to bring together the scattered
biographical materials that concern Charles Curtis; (2) to consider fully
his career during the years 1928-1933; and ( 3 ) to evaluate his political
philosophy and contribution to American politics.
Even though Curtis enjoyed a long political career, no definitive biography has been published.- Scattered biographical sketches and items
mentioning Curtis are to be found, especially in books written by his contemporaries and in the pre-convention prognostications of journalists during the years when he was seeking nomination for national office. These
materials must be brought together to serve as a beginning point for any
future definitive work. p'urthermore, these sources are not always in agreement, An understanding of the role played by Curtis contributes to an
understanding of political events during the initial one-third of the twentieth century.
In terms of the life of Charles Curtis, primary sources are limited.
The Kansas State Historical Society has a small collection of Curtis letters.'
The Society has sent some Curtis mementos to Council Grove, Kansas, to
. ~ museum has one Curtis letter. Curtis
form part of a museum d i ~ p l a yThis
was not no.ted for speech-making prior to 1928, nor did he often have his
name attached to legislative enactments; hence those sources yield few
facts. Newspaper accounts must suffice in most instances. This means, of
* Mr. Ewy is currently a doctoral candidate in the Department of History at the Uni-

versity of Oklahoma. This study originated as a Master's thesis a t Kansas State Teachers
College of Emporia under the superv~sionof Dr. John J. Ziminern~an,Professor of History.
1. James C. Malin, D i ~ t i o ~ ~ofm yAn~esicanBiography ( D A B ) ( 2 2 vols., New York,
1958), XXII, supplement 2, 13G-137. ( T h e editor has combined footnotes in certain cases,
omitted some supporting references in others, and employed certain abbreviations in comparison with the original thesis. Basically, there has hem no denial of Mr. Ewy's extensive
documentation and I believe that all references are clear. I did want to relieve him of any
responsibilities in these matters, however. If any reader needs clarification on some item,
the original thesis is on file in the William Allen White Library, Kansas State Teachers College of Emporia.-W.13.S.)
2. The campaign biography was by Don C. Seitz, Front Kaw Tcepce t o Capital: The
Life Story of Charles Crrrtis, Indiaqt, W h o Has Risen to, High Estate (New York, 1928).
3. Curtis Collection, Kansas State I-Iistoricnl Society. These letters and other papers
were donated by the Curtis estate. Most of the letters are of negligible value. The remainder
of the Curtis papers are in the possession of Mrs. Webster Knight, the daughter of Curtis,
and are not available. Shc has informed the Society that evelything of "historical value" was
sent to the Society.
4. "Old Kaw Indian Mission," state museum, Council Grove, Kansas. Items displayed
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course, that contemporary sources of his early life are practically nonexistent. Professor Malin states that "very little reliable data are easily
available about the Curtis family connections or the spelling of names, not
even Charles and Dolly [Curtis Gann] being in agreement on some things,
and peculiar gaps exist in family history."' Berlin B. Chapman wrote an
excellent article concerning Curtis's influence on the policy of the national
government in reference to Kaw Indian lands." This article and the biographical sketch by Professor Malin are the only scholarly works devoted
primarily to Curtis that this writer has discovered.

I. Biographical Sketch
The childhood of Charles Curtis is shrouded in mystery and romance,
a curious mixture of fact and legend, a story containing many conflicting
opinions and omissions, a story based in many instances upon the word of
Curtis after he had attained an advanced age. The later years of his life
were well known to interested persons as he served in the offices of County
Attorney, Congressman, Senator, and Vice President.
Charles Curtis was born on January 25, 1860, near North Topeka,
Kansas.' According to one account he was born in a log cabin.2 The Jocation of his birthplace was a farm, an Indian allotment held by his grandmother, Julie Gonville,:' "being situate [ d l upon the South West Quarter
of Reserve No. 4 of the Kaw Half Breed Indian Lands in Shawnee, County, Kansas.': One writer described it as an "occasional camping place
tor Kaws.""
He was the only son of Oren A. Curtis and Ellen Pappan.His father
was of English stock, and the family's origins in the New World can be
traced to arrival in New York in 1631.' William Curtis, father of Oren,
was born December 22, 1300, and lived until March 1, 1 8 7 3 . V e had
fourteen children, most of whom survived to an advanced age.' The wife
of William Curtis was born Perlnelia Hubbard and traced her ancestry
include an oil painting of Charles Cmtis, several gavels, the silver tray presented to him
when he retired from the Vice Presidency, the personal flag of Vice President Cortis, and
one letter, Curtis to Brigham.
.5. ~Malin,DAB.
6. Berlin B. Chapman, "Charles Curtis and the Kaw Reservation," The Kansas Historr'ccll Quurterly (KHQ), XV (Nov., 1947), 337-351.
1. Malin, DAB; The Nut~or~ulCyclopaedie of American B i o g r ~ ~ p l i y( N C A B ) (New
York, 1917), XIV, 416, and Ibid. (New York, 1930), Current vol, C, 7; Seitz, Teepee to
Capital, p. 20; Ch;rrles Merz, "Preconvention Portraits," l'he Independent, CXX (Jan. 7 .
1928), 6; Charles G. Hoss, "Charles Ciutis of Kansas," The Outlook, CIL (hlay 16, 1928).
89.
2. Bliss Iselk and W. hl. Hirhards, F o u r Centuries in Kniac.as (Topeka, 1 9 4 4 ) , p. 337.
See also 'I'opelia State .lournu1 (T'SJ), Aug. 18, 1932.
3. Williarn Allen White, Culuii~Cooliclgc. Tlac Moil W h o Is President (New York,
1925), p. 174.
4. "&hstract of Title, Lot No. 126 on Topek.1 Avenue, in Curtis Addition to the City
of Topeka, Curtis Collection, Kansas State Historical Society. An important document in
that it cites the statutes cstablishing the Indian allotment and chronicles the transfers of
ownership that culininnted in ownership of this property by Charles Curtis.
5. Merz, Tlzc I~ldependent,CXX (Jan. 7 , 1928), 6.
6 . hlalin, DAB. Most sources give the name as Pxppan, although Frofessor Malin gives
it as Papan and Merz uses Poppin. Sometimes her given name has appeared as Helen. Oren
Curtis was commonly nicknamed Jack and his given name has appeared as Orren, Orrin, and
Orin.
7. I b i d ; Merz, o p , cit., 6; White, Coolidge, pp. 174-175; NCAB, XIV, 416, sets the
date at 1621.
8. TSJ, Aug. 18, 1932, depicts the monument over t h r grave of William Curtis in the
Curtis family cemetery. This page includes photographs and sketches of Curtis a t various
stages of his life of hi5 family, and of several h o u ~ e sin which he l i v ~ d .
o'
Capital ( T D C ) , Mar. 3?, 1898i TSJ, Mar. 30, 1898: Klyde N. Yonng
9. ~ o ~ e kDaily
and Lamar Middleton, Heirs Apparc,i~t:The Vice-Prestrlotts of the United States (New Yolk.

1948). p. 279.

through New Hampshire to Massachusetts where the Hubbards had appeared in 1621."' William Curtis had always had a desire to relocate in a.
new country, so he left his New York birthplace, moving westward "when
quite a boy," and then came to Kansas from Indiana in 1860, settling in
North Topeka when it was but a wilderness. I
I Oren Curtis was born in Vermillioli County, Indiana, June 1, 1829.
He married in lndiana in 1848, a marriage that produced two sons, Harvey
and John." This first rnarriage to a woman known only as Miss Quick ended in divorce." Oren Curtis moved to Platte County, Illinois, in 1851
where he remained for three years before returning to Indiana. From Indiana he went to Kansas City, Kansas, arriving on npril 1, 1856. He went
to work first at Lawrence, then Leavenworth, finally leaving the Territory
because his free-state sentiments had caused some pro-slavery advocates
to threaten him. He traveled in Missouri and Iowa until he joined the
party of Preston B. Plumb.':j Curtis joined the party at Winterset, Iowa, for
Plumb's second trip to Kansas. The group of free-staters made their way
to Kansas over the Lane trail, and the "~rizzlies,"as they were known,
drilled frequently because they expected trouble with pro-slavery sympathizers. Curtis made speeches to the group to buoy morale-his poor use
of language being partly compensated by a more than adequate lung
capacity. The party arrived at ropeka on September 26, 1856, and when
Plumb ino?ed on to hunt 3 townsite, Curtis remained in Topeka, working
at a number of occupations during the next several years. His job for the
first six weeks was to help Louis Pappan operate a ferry; a job he held
again in 1857 and 1858 at various times.'*
Ellen Pappan was of French and Indian descent.! William Allen
White outlined her ancestry in these words:
In the early part of the nineteenth century Curtis's great-grandfather, a French~nanliving near St. Louis, married the daughter of
White Plume, a Kaw Indian Chief. She was the granddaughter of
Chief Pawhuskie, of the Osage tribe. Julie Gonville, the daughter of
this Indian woman, married Louis Pappan, a French trader near St.
Louis in the middle of the nineteenth century and the Pappans moved
with the Kaw Indians to their reservation in Kansas.''
I n 1842 Louis Pappan launched a ferry on the Kansas river on the
site of present-day Topeka. Pappan charged $1.00 for each wagon carried
across the river. I n as much as the ferry could make fifty trips per day,
carrying two wagons each trip, the business was quite profitable. Oren A.
Curtis helped run the ferry after he came to Topeka.
,The black-eyed, black-haired daughter of Louis Pappan, Ellen,
played games with the Indian children in wild surroundings "where business buildings now line Kansas Avenue, Topeka," went to the Indian
10. White, Coolidge, p. 174.
11. W. G. Ctitler ( e d . ) , History of thr State of Kansas (Chicago, 1 8 8 3 ) , p. 559. See
also TDC, Mar. 30, 1898; TSJ, Mar. 30, 1898. Both of the newspaper accounts list only
one son from the first marriage. Cutler i n c l ~ ~ d eas t)iographical sketch of Oren A. Curtis to
1883 arid shorter nccormts of the lives of William Curtis, Ellen Pappan Curtis, and Charles
Curtis. The four itnns appear tc~contain several subtle contradic?ions.
12. TDC, Mar. 30, 1898; TSJ, March 30, 1898,
[J. 5.59. credits Oren Curtis with holding an almost innumerable
13. Cutler, KQ~ISNY,
series of jobs of a great variety of types.
14. Ibid.; William E. Connrlley, The L'ifc of Preslolt B . Plumb (Chicago, 1 9 1 3 ) , pp.
44-51; Williznn E. Connclley, "The Lane Trail," Krrnsas Histosicrrl Collections (KHColl.),
1913-1 91 4, XIII, 274,276; The Annnls of Kai~scis, 1886-1 925 ( 2 vols., Topeka, n.d.), I,
268.
15. White, Coolidge, p. 164.

school, and, of course, she often used the ferry to cross the river.IG
Oren Curtis married the nineteen-year-old Ellen Pappan in February,
1859; she gave birth to Elizabeth ~ i r t i s ,as well as the older Charles.
Ellen Pappan Curtis died in April, 1863, when Charles was three years
old." Curtis married and divorced another wife, possibly within the year
1863. The only name for her in these accounts is the name she acquired
through a later remarriage, Mrs. Rachel Hatch.'' '
Oren Curtis raised a company of militia in August, 1863, which he
commanded for a short time. In the fall of 1863 the Fifteenth Kansas
Cavalry was mustered into Federal service because of the massacre at
Lawrence on August 21. I t was to protect the exposed eastern border of
Kansas, lest atrocities cause the depopulation of that area. Company F
of the Fifteenth was recruited in Shawnee, Jefferson, and Leavenworth
counties, and its officers were Captain 0. A. Curtis, First Lieutenant T. J.
Bragg, and Second Lieutenant R. F. Bowman. l 8 An eyewitness said that
when the organization of the company had been completed Captain Curtis
formed his men in line on the main street of Indianola, rode out in front
of them and anounced: "Now, gentlemen, I want you to follow me.
Ther's [sic] no place where Jack Curtis dassent [sic] go."" The cdmpany was mustered into the service at Leavenworth in October, 1863.
l t performed guard and scout duty a t various places in eastern Kansas,
as well as involvement in several skirmishes. Company F was part of the
force that moved into Missouri in October, 1864, to engage the forces of
Confederate General Price. Company F fought in a rearguard action on
October 19 and was for a time cut off from the retreating main force.
Company F suffered this plight because Captain Curtis had not received
promised new orders. Colonel C. R. Jennison later said there were many
instances of personal gallantry associated with the retreat. However,
his comment upon the fight by Company F to rejoin the force contained
this strange statement: "The action of Captain Curtis in cutting his way
through and joining his command should entitle him to something better
than a cell in the Missouri penitentiary and Zebra pants."" The meaning
16. Mention of the Pappan family and the Pappan ferry are to be found in Governor
A. H. Reeder to G. Y. Monypenny, Cornn~issionerof Indian Affairs, May 5, 1855, "Documentary History of Kansas," KHColl., 1889-'96, V, 225;' "Reminiscences of Frederick Chouteau," Ibid., 1903-1901, VIII, 482; Jotham Meeker, High Waters in Kansas," IbiG;, VIII,
478; Louis Charles Laurent, "Reminiscences By the Son of a French Pioneer, Ibid.,
1913-1 914, XIII, 368.
17. Cutier, Ka~zsas,p. 559; Elizabeth Curtis became Mrs. Rome Colvin, and remained
a resident of Topeka throughout the life of Charles Curtis; Malin, DAB; T D C , Mar. 30,
1898; 'f'SJ,March 30, 1898. Professor Malin states that Ellen Pappan was the first wife of
Oren Curtis, which does not recognize his earlier marriage in Indiana. The newspaper obituaries credit him with having five wives, the last of which was Lou Jay. This writer can
identify only four of the wives. Dolly and Charles Clirtis seem to have avoided mentioning
that their father had five wives. In her memoirs Dolly mentions only Ellen Pappan and Lou
Jay.
18. T S J , March 30, 1898; T D C , Mar. 30, 1898;,Litigation growing out of this marriage
occurred as late as the year of Oren Curtis's death.
suit was brought by Mrs. Hester
Small to quiet title to a tract of real. estate north of Topeka, which was formerly owned in
In 1863, Captain Curtis sold the property in quespart interest by Mrs. Rachel Hatch.
tion and his wife refused to sign the deed.
. Mrs. Hatch therefore set up a claim to an
interest in the land, but Judge Hazen held that whatever right she had was forfeited on
account of the divorce." T D C , Mar. 29, 1898; see also T S J , Mar. 29, 1898.
19. Cutler, Kar~sas,p. 559; Official Militcry History of Kansas Regiments During the
W a r for the Stipprcssior~of the &eat Rebellion (Leavenworth, 1870), pp. 382, 383, 386;
See also TSJ. Mar. 30, 1898; Ka~?sasCitcj Star, Dec. 7 1924.
20. "Old Indianola," KHColl., 1911-1912,
427,
21. Military History of Kansas, pp. 389-390.
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of the "commendation" is not readily apparent. Curtis was discharged in
April, 1865.
While on thirty day leave from his command Curtis married Lou
Jay on December 25, 1864, at Olathe, Kansas. She bore him a daughter,
Dolly, half-sister of the future Vice President, Charles Curtis." Dolly
stated in her memoirs that her mother came from a branch of the John Jay
family. Lou Jay's father, Minor lay, emigrated west from New York to
Illinois contrary to the advice of his family. When Minor Jay died, his
wife moved her family to Kansas. It was there that her daughter, Lou
Jay, married Oren CurtiseZ3
The life of the father of Charles Curtis contrasts with that of his
ultimately faillous son. Oren Curtis was by nature a rover. At the age
of fifty-three years he had traveled through twenty-nine different states
and nine territories and boasted that he had never been confined to a
sick bed a day in his life. Between November, 1868, and April, 1869,
he was a Quartermaster Sergeant in the Nineteenth Kansas Cavalry which
was fighting Indians."

9

At one time he owned the greater part of North Topeka, but
through bad management and improvident habits, he lost everything.
At the time of his death he occupied a farm six miles from Newkirk,
0. T., which belongs to the children of Congressman Curtis and Mrs.
Colvin. Their mother, who was Miss Pappan, was a half breed Indian,
and the children are entitled to the property through their Indian

*

-

When last heard from before his death he was planning a wagon
trip through Arkansas. Yet, he "was known as one of the oldest citizens of
Shawnee county," and had been "a familiar figure in Topeka for years."
He had moved from Topeka to Newkirk, 0 . T., only about two years before his death, March 28, 1898.2a Strangely, in later years it was often
'said that Oren Curtis died when Charles Curtis was but h small boy, when
actually Charles Curtis was thirty-eight years of age in 1898.7
Professor ~ a l i dcredits the grandmother of Charles Curtis, Permelia
Hubbard Curtis, with having cared for the boy from the time of his
mother's death in 1863 until 1866." Then he moved to the home of his
maternal grandmother, Julie Gonville Pappan, during the years from 1866
to 1869. Tulie Pappan was living with her mother's people on the Kaw
reservation sixty miles west of Topeka. Looking back at the age of sixtynine Curtis said, "Until I was 8 I lived there, happy and contented, play22.

Given as Lucy Jays in TDC, Mar. 30, 1898; T S J , Mar. 30, 1898; Cutler, Kansas,
p. 559; SIalin, DAB; Dolly Gann spelled h(.c mother's name Lou Jay. Dolly [Curtis] Gann,
Dolltl Gatzn's Book (Gardell City, N.Y., 19331, p. 3. Professor Malin states that Dolly Gann's
Book is a source of both information and misinformation.
23. Dolly Gunn's Rook, p. 3.
24. Cutler, Knr~sns, p. 559. See also James Albert Hadley, "The Nineteenth Kansas
Cavalry and the Conquest of the Plains Indians," RHColl., 1907-1908, X, 437.
25. T S J , Mar. 30, 1898.
26. Ihid.; T D C , Mar. 30, 1898; Antzals of Knnsas, I, 268.
27. Charles Curtis is quoted as saying: "You see my parents died when I was v e y
yoling and I was brought up on an Indian Reservation by rny Grandmother Pappan
S. J. Woolf, "Senate's New Ruler Long a Senator," New York Times, Apr. 14, 1929. Consider
also this statement by a writer: "His parents were dead. His mother had died when he was
a baby and he still was a small boy when death relieved his father of a disease dating from
his service,:^ a captain in the Civil War." E. B. Chapman, "Promising Jocky Ruined to Make
a Senator, The D e a r b o n ~ Ln.p.1 Indqwndent, July 29, 1922, from Clipping file William
Allen White Library, Kansas State Teachers College of Emporia.
28. Malin, DAB; hlerz, Thc Itdepetldent, CXX (Jan. 7 , 19281, 6. Both mention a
two year stay with Permelia Curtis. Other writers usually do not mention these years with
Grandmother Curtis. Evidently Curtis himself passed over this when being interviewed by
journalists in his later years.

....
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ing, riding horses and learning very little."'We received the beginning of
an education at the mission school, but the horses and dogs seem to have
appealed to him more as compmions than did books.:'" As a boy, Curtis
always thought of himself as an Indian. Seitz claims that he had been given
a horse called Kate when he was but one year old, that he rode bareback,
hanging on to the horse's mane, and that by the time he was three years
old he could ride alone at some speed. Even though it would have meant
that Curtis was less than three years old at the time, Seitz says that Curtis
was taught to swim by his mother who would drop him into the Kansas
river to splash around for himselfa3' To say the least, the boy was
thoroughly familiar with life in the open at a very early age.
In 1869 Charles Curtis left the reservation, returning to Grandmother
Curtis in Topeka.' Throughout his life he never tired of telling of the
heroic circumstan'ces under which he left the reservation." In that year
the Cheyennes raided the Kaws. Curtis himself related the details of the
raid:

. . . . I was down by the creek with some other boys when the
Kaws who were going out to meet the Cheyennes went by and they
asked me to carry the news to my grandparents and others up the creek
which I did.
We all gathered in the old barn at the Agency and I was in the
barn until the raid was over. After the raid was over, it was suggested
that some one should go to Topeka and inform the people on the way
and there, about the Cl~eyennesas the Kaws in the old barn did not
know what the Cheyennes intended doing, so as soon as the raid was
over, I left for Topeka. I traveled a11 night and reached Topeka the
next day.3"
Curtis is quoted in another account:
-

. . . . We wanted to appeal to the white man, and I could speak

English. I was lithe and active, and, young as I was, the chief of the
tribe thought I could be intrusted with the important message. I ran
and walked for miles, summoning help for the besieged tribe.
I at last got to Topeka. where relatives of my father lived, and I
decided to stay with them for a while . . . .34

From that time until he struck out on his own, Charles Curtis lived
\
with his paternal grandmother. But he once came very close to returning
. to life on a reservation. The Kaws, who had numbered 1,700 in 1850, were
on the verge of starvation at their Council Grove reservation and noticeably decreasing in numbers in thp latter part of the 1860's. It was decided
to remove the Kaw tribe to Oklahoma Indian Territory. Five hundred and
thirty-three Kaws left the Council Grove reservation June 4, 1874, arriving
29. N. Y. Times, Apr. 14, 1929.
30. Merz, 7 . h ~
It~depcndci~t,
CXX (Jan. 7, I S % ) , 6; Thomas I?, Doran, "Kansas Sixty
Years Ago." KHColl.. 1919-1922. XV. 491.
31.'~'' ~ e i t z ,~ e e p c eto Capital, pp. 18-19.
32. hlalin, DAB; White, Coolidge, p. 176, places the date at 1868; for example, when
appearing in Co~mcilGrove to deliver a political address in 1930, he abandoned his prepared
speech and reminisced about bovhood experiences on the reservation, especially about his
run to Topeka. N.Y. Times, Oct. 25, 1930.
33. Letter from Curtis t o Brigham, "Old Kaw Indian Mission, state museum, Council
t the raid in order to correct an error in Lalla
Grove. Kansas. Cnrtis wrote the a c c o ~ ~ nc~f
~ a l o y ' B h g h a m ,The Stor!, of Courrcil Groz~eon tlae Snntu F e Trail (Published by the author,
1921), p. 39. Curtis took exception to the statement inlplying that he ran away from the
reservation when he heard the raid was impending.
34. N.Y. Times, Apr. 14, 1029: George P. Morehouse, "History of the Kansa [sic] or
Kaw Indians," KIIColl., 1907-1908, X, 358-361. includes an account of the raid, a slightly
different version of Curtis's cross-country run, and a general treatment of life on the Kaw
Indian reservation at Council Grove.

in Indian Territory June 21 without loss of life or trouble with whites.35
In the fall of 1574 a number of the Kaw tribe, Curtis's Grandfather and
Grandmother Pappan included, visited friends on the Pottawatomie reservation. On the return trip they camped for a time at Topeka. The men in
the party convinced Curtis that he should go with them to the reservation
in Oklahoma Indian Territory." Curtis later said, "the longing for the old
life took possession of me . .'. . I wanted to go back to the customs of my
childhood, and so I joined the tribe once more."" However, the illness of
one of the women halted the group at Six Mile Creek south of Topeka for
several days. On the day prior to their planned departure the men rode
back to spend the day in Topeka. Grandmother Pappan called Curtis to
her wagon. She was alone. After hearing his reasons for wanting to return
to reservation life, she told him that, despite her own desire to have him
with her, he would be wise to return to Topeka and continue his educafion.
She had the foresight to predict that his best interest would not be served
by a return to the life of carefree riding and of avoiding schooling. When
the tribe left next morning, Curtis packed his belongings in a flour sack
and rode north toward Topeka." A fourteen-year-old boy had made a decision that meant the difference between possibly being a life-long dependent of the government or of ultimately holding the second highest
office in that government.
Curtis had begun his common school education in Topeka in 1869,
and, when he had decided not to go to Indian tdrritory, he continued his
education during the winters, finishing common school in 18'i5.30Grandmother Curtis "had no money to p pare;"^" consequently, it was necessary
that he work during the time that he lived with her. Many odd-job occupations have been credited to Curtis, but it cannot be said with any
certainty at exactly which ages he held each. Curtis said that he had sold
fruit on trains." Isely and Richards wrote that he was a newsboy.42Another
sketch mentions that he sold papers and peanuts at the races and county
fairs." One of his jobs, however, brought him early fame.
During the years of his common schooling, Curtis began to ride as a
jockey during the summer racing seasons. He was particularly well-qualified to be a jockey, because he was light of weight, and his early training
on the reservation, especially his early knowledge of horses, was a second
essential element in the formula for success on the track'. Ross recorded
3.5. Chap~nan,"Charles Curtis and the Kaw Reservation," KHQ, XV (Nov., 1927),
338. On February 14, 1873, Congress approprizted $25,000 to provide for the removal and
most urgent necessities of the tribe, said funds to be reimbursed hy sale of the lands the Kaw
were leaving. Brigham, C o u ~ ~ cGrove,
il
p. 51, places the time of departure in May, 1873.
Her figores on tribal numbers are not easily reconciled with those of Chapman, but this
may arise over distinctions between "full-bloods" and "half-breeds."
36. Isely and Richards, op. cit., p. 51. The authors quote a letter from Curtis covering
this entire incident.
37. N. Y. Times. Apr. 14, 1929.
38. Isely and Richards. op. cit.. p. .51. Again Curtis is not completely consistent. In
relating this story (N.Y. ~ i r n & ,Apt. 14, 1929), Curtis says: "After we had left Topeka my
~ r a n d m r t h e rcalled me to her t ~ n t .I can still see the burning, log fire, the vast plains and
the bright moon cwerhead." Therefore, one account suggests it was daytitne, the other that
it Was evening. White, Coolidge, p. 176, relates a ~ i n ~ i l but
a r briefer account of this incident.
He sllpgests that Curtis joined the "hegira" and that, when Curtis turned back, he walked.
39. Malin, D d B .
40. N . Y . Times. Apr. 14. 1929.
41. Ibicl.; see also Ross, The Outlonk. CIL (May 16, 1928), 83.
42. Isely and Richards, op. cit p. 337.
43. Young and Middlcton, op. ''kit., p. 279.

the early racing days in these words:
Before he was nine he became a jockey. Hc must have been a
good one, for the owner of Tilden, a famous Kansas horse of those
days, gave him a regular job. He toured the Southwest with Tilden,
meeting all comers and never losing a race. The racing of that period
was a haphazard but none the less serious business. Meets were arranged at any convenient place to bring together the fancied horses
of rival owners or communities, and the stakes ran high. Curtis recalls
that at a race down in Texas the man for whom he was riding called
him over for final instructions. The owner was seated with a rifle
across his knees. 'Son,' he said, 'the last dollar I have in the world is
on this race. If you don't win, don't stop when you cross the finish
line. Keep right on going.' Curtis won.'"
The regular employer of Curtis paid the boy jockey $50.00 per month and
ten per cent of the winnings. This was a great amount of money for the
time, yet the fact that Curtis managed to save something from his earnings
made him somewhat of a rarity among jockey^.^'
The year after Curtis left common school, like the year 1874, proved
to be a time of important decision. He was sixteen years of age and under
he had decided not to
contract to ride in the coming winter.""pparently
go to high school; however, before h e could fulfill the winter contract, he
abandoned the life of a jockey.
There are two common stories of how h e came to leave racing and
there is reason to support both. The most common story, one that Curtis
himself approved, was that on a visit to Grandmother Permelia Curtis, the
aged lady pleaded with him to stop riding race horses and return to school.
He told one reporter that he ended his race track associations within a
week to return to his books. Another very plausible reason for his decision
was his increasing
A boy who was destined to be a large man
might already have become too heavy to ride in professional competition
at the age of sixteen. One source recounts a tale of Curtis going to his employer to see if he could get his riding contract rescinded. Not only did
the employer allow him to end the contract, but he gave Curtis $50.00 to
use in furthering his education and another $50.00 came at Christmas
during the first year of high sch001.~'
Throughout his life Curtis credited his grandmothers with having had
a profound influence upon his life. Professor Mnlin emphasizes this, saying
that a proper understanding of Curtis would have to include an appreciation for the influence of severill women in his life-his grandmothers, his
wife, and his half-sister, Dolly Curtis Gann. Two instances when a grandmother guided him to a decision of fateful importance have been discussed. But more should be said about Grandmother Curtis. The fact that
Curtis spent his school years with her, the years that must have been
highly formative in terms of the man who was to emerge later, makes the
Ross, o p . cit.; also see Malin DAB and N . Y . T i n ~ e s Apr.
,
14, 1929.
4.5. Chapman in Tltc Dearf)ori1 Inrlcpeitdeizt, July 29, 1932.
4 6 . Ibid.; White, Coolidge, p, 176.
47. White, Cooliclg~,p. 176; Ross, op. cit.; Knilsas C i t y Stnr, Fel,. 8 , 1936; Merz,
op. cit.; Yr111ngand Middleton, op. c i t . , p. 278; Dearbori~Inclepei~dent,Zoc. cit.; However, the
account 1,v E. B. Chapman in The Dec~rbornIndenetadei~tdoes contain one aspect that is dif44.

ficult to justify. He claims that Curtis's grandfather pointed out to Curtis that he was becoming too heavy to be a jockey and should return to school. Grandfather Curtis died in
1873, while the incident in question occurred in 1876. Therefore, unless Grandfather Pappan
was off the reservation and at whatever place Curtis was racing at the time, it is unlikely
that Cnrtis received such advice from a grandfather.
48, Dearborn Iirdcpendent, loc. cit.

evaluation of her Grandmother by Dolly Gann all the more significant.
In my childhood the outstanding influence, the most important
fact, was my Grandmother Curtis. She ruled the family. So strong in
mind and body, yet so gentle, she brooked no opposition. Not that any
of us wished to oppose her; 1i we strayed momentarily, by accident or
inadvertence, from the fold of her orthodoxy, she needed only to remind us oi our allegiance, which lasted to her death at the age of
ninety-six years . . .4 I1

.

This meant that Permelia Curtis had the opportunity to influence her
grandson, Charles, until he was forty-three years of age, for Grandmother
Curtis died in 1903. The "orthodoxy" referred to was the fact that she
was both a Methodist and an ardent Republican. Dolly said, "I think she
regarded being both a Methodist and a hepublican as essential for anyone
who expected to go to heaven." Dolly herself put more emphasis on Republicanism than upon Methodism, and this, coupled with other experiences in his life, may help explain the life-time party regularity of Charles
Curtis. This regard for Yermelia Curtis's "orthodoxy" appears again in
Dolly's comment upon her own marriage to E. E. Gann some time after the
death of Grandmother Curtis: "I had married not only a Democrat, but
an office-holding Democrat! That was an adventure for a Kansas Republican of the Curtis clan. I wonder what Grandmother would have thought
of it!"""
Curtis entered high school in September, 1876. I t has been said that
he was a good student. H e graduated in 1879, and was chosen for the
honor of class orator. Some time in his late teens Curtis became s hack
driver to support himself while studying. One writer gave this colorful
version :

. . . . The financial going was rough, and he was tempted more
than once to return to the track. Finally he hit upon a way to make
money. A livery-stable keeper of his acquaintance had an unused hack
and a spavined horse. Curtis owned ~1 horse equally spavined. He
rented the outfit from the stable, added his own animal, and set up
as a hack proprietor. Success became assured when the politicians
who frequented the old Copeland House in Topeka took a fancy to
Curtis's disreputable-looking rig and began to patronize it to exclusion
of others . . . .51
Curtis m~ideall the trains from late afternoon until midnight. H e
divided his receipts with the livery. His share of the profits was enough
to keep him in school. He managed to study between trips, as well as at
home and at school. H e attended school in the mornings and early afternoons. Curtis became a "leg man" for the Topeka Times, bri~lgingin
items he happened to pick up while driving hack. White said it was the
duty of Curtis to solicit subscribers, as well as to gather news. But just
as important to Curtis as his unflagging study, first in high school, then of
the law while driving the cab, were his contacts with politicians who rode
his hack. He came to know and he made friends with men well-known
by the public. At the age of eighteen he had the rights of majority con49.
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ferred upon himself by the Shawnee County District Court so he could
transact his own businessm5'
In 1879, at the age of nineteen and not long out of high school,
Charles Curtis decided on a law career. One of the men of local fame
that Curtis had met was A. H . Case," one of the two or three more respected lawyers in the Topeka area. He had known Curtis from his days
as a jockey. Case had established the practice of riding in Curtis's shabby
cab upon his return from a journey to some trial in another town. Some
time after graduation from high school Curtis approached Case, asking him
for an opportunity to study law. Chapman alone recorded that the older
man tried to discourage the ninet-een-year-old youngster, because of the
notoriously poor circumstances of the too-abundant supply of lawyers in
Tpeka. Curtis stood firm in his conviction. Case agreed to allow Curtis
access to his law library; in return, Curtis would combine the duties of
office boy and janitor in Case's office. After two months of study he
assisted Case in court for the first time, and after six months he was handling petty cases for the firm, He also became the firm's bill collector.
i ~ f t e two
r years of study Curtis took the bar examination and wasbdmitted
to the practice of law - the year was 1881 and he was twenty-dne years
of age.34

-

-.

Curtis made criminal
law his special field. For a time he was a
-partner of A. 11. Case."" Seitz claimed that Curtis received an interest to
the extent of one-third of Case's receipts, and that Curtis's reputation
resulted from clearing a farmer charged with murder." "Ambitious to use
his own name," Curtis left the office of his preceptor. to form a partnership with David Overmeyer. Upon the completion of Curtis's second term
as prosecuting attorney in 1889, the firm of Curtis and Overmeyer was one
of the most prosperous in Topeka."' Shortly after his retirement from the
prosecutor's office Curtis entered another partnership, this time with
--HenrySafford under the firm name of Curtis and Safford. Their firm
was successful from the first." Throughout his life Curtis maintained
law offices in Topeka.
At the age 01 twenty-four and in the same year that he was elected
county attorney, Curtis became a party to a more enduring partnersliip.
On Thanksgiving-Day, November 27, 1884, h e married Miss Anna E.
Baird. She was the daughter of Mr. and Mrs. John M. Baird of Topeka,
and was born December 24, 1860. The family had come to Topeka from
-52. White, Coolidge, pp. 176-177; Deorborn It~dependent,l o ~ cit.;
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Altoona, Pennsylvania, in 1869.'VThree children were born to this
marriage: Harry King Curtis,"" Permelia (Mrs. C. P. George, wife of a
career army oiticer), and Leona (Mrs. b'ebster Knight, 11, wife of a
wealthy industrialist of Providence, Khode Island) .' Anna died at the
age of sixty-three on June 29, 1924, while Curtis was a Senator, and after
nearly forty years of their marriage. She had been an invalid for the last
two years ot her life, and hope for her recovery had been abandoned
months before she died."'
In a twenty-four year period a young man who had begun life as an
Indian had, through hard work, the wisdom of his grandmothers, and
probably simple good fortune, gained an education, entered a profession
successfully, and established a family that was to be his pride and comfort in the years to come. Charles Curtis's political career that was to lead
to national fame was ahead.

1

I . Curtis Enters Political Life
Curtis did not waste time in utilizing his political associations of
hack-driving days. Earlier his name had become known when he rode
race horses. h e increased his acquaintances by appearing in justice
court; h e even added to his friendships when collecting bills. The young
attorney went straight from his admittance to the bar not only into privatc
law practice but definitely into politics as well.
His first direct participation in politics was to join a Republican
club. A common form of political demonstration in those days was the
procession, and Curtis joined the marchers. H e put his complete interest
in politics to work, not as an orator, but as a listener. H e knew how his
precinct would go in a given balloting. Soon he had similar knowledge
of his ward and then of the entire city of Topeka. To do this hefollowed the pattern that was to become so familiar: h e worked hard,
r n u d e p a m a n e ~ d f i i e n d s . He made it a
talked -little,
listened mucpoint to make-the acquaintance of everyone possible. Thus, he early
developed in basic form tbe political techniques that were to serve him so
well in his political career.
E. B. Chapman records th'lt Curtis's decision to seek office in 1884
was connected to his assuming a pivotal role and to a surprisingly precocious political performance at a county convention:

1

- --

Curtis was a delegate in the county convention in 1884, the year
of the Blaine fight. He was the youngest delegate and was expected,
along with most of the other delegates, to do as he was told. But
Curtis, sure of his ground because of his perfect knowledge of conditions, lumped into the fight for Blaine. He wasn't an orator but when
he co~~cluded
his speech that afternoon the convention instructed its
59, T D C , June 21, 1924; T S J , June 20, 1924; Seitz, op.cit., p. 151; and Young and
hliddleton, op. cit., p. 280, give the year of the marriage as 1881, b i ~ tall other sources
agree (m 1884; Her name appears as Annie in NGAB, XIV, 416, and in both Seitz,
op.cit., p. 151, and Young and hliddleton, op.cit., p. 280. One of many cases where Seitz
and Young and hliddleton agree in the minority, suggesting that perhaps a pr~ncipalsource
for the later Heirs Apparent was the campaign biography by Seitz. The N. Y. Times, June
21, 1924, states that 5he left Altoona at the age of seven. Accordiug to Young and
Middleton, loc.cit., the coupie met while attending high school.
60. Chapman, K H Q X V (Nov., 1 9 4 7 ) , p. 351, footnote, placed the death of Harry
as May 29, 1946.
61. hfalin, DAB.
62. T D C , June 27, 1924; T S J , June 20, 1924; N.Y. Tilncs, June 21, 1924.
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delegates for Blaine.
. . . . Curtis didn't upset the program at the convention without
making enemies-and friends. On the advice of the later [sic] he
decided to make the race for county attorney . . . . '

-

-.-.

The political issue of the day was prohibition. I n 1879 the legislature
of Kansas had submitted to the voters a constitutional amendment that
read: "'The manufacture and sale of intoxicating liquors shall be forever
prohibited in this state, except for medical, scientific, and mechanical
purposes." The amendment was approved.' In 1881 the legislature implemented the amendment with an enforcement act." Seitz claimed that
prohibition came about because "the shooting, drinking cowboys had become a curse and the older and better half of the state determined to
of motives for passing the law,
stamp out the liquor traffic.""egardless
it was not easily enforced. In Shawnee County alone there existed some
hundred-odd saloons and kindred establishments in 1884." The liquor
interests hoped for repeal. "Curtis's firm was retained by them at the rate
of $500 a month, whether there were cases to try or not." Curtis had
let his sympathy toward resubmission become known. The ''u~et" politicians assumed that he was safe."
The supporters of prohibition in Topeka grumbled about lax enforcement, and in 1884 the threat of a reform ticket was in the air. Curtis
was considered a competent lawyer despite his mere three years of
practice. "The local bosses and saloon-keepers, casting about for a safe
candidate who would at the same time mollify the respectable element, hit
upon the youthful and ambitious Charley."' The saloon element which
dominated local politics saw in Curtis "a friend at court." Curtis made
the usual promises to enforce the law strictly. "Don't get me wrong," he
told his backers, "If I am elected I will enforce every law, and some of you
may regret it." This standard campaign announcement seems to have
been more the cause of amusement than of concern to the liquor element.'
The campaign for county attorney was n bitter fight. The prohibitionists had lined u p five of the leading lawyers of the community to work
for the defeat of Curtis and the election of the prohibition candidate. I n
what was to become a familiar Curtis manner, he persosally contacted
virtually every voter; however, his opponents did also. His political
adversaries made issues of the jockey and cab-driver background and his
relatively short experience as a lawyer, as well as his known advocacy
of resubmission. His opponents had every reason to believe the worst
about Curtis;especially were they certain that his election would not
bring the more stringent enforcement of prohibition that was their main
demand.
The voters chose Curtis, and launched him upon a career of officeholding that was to be virtually his sole employment for life.
.
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The previous prosecutors had established a penalty system whereby
the saloon-keepers would be brought into court every month or so. They
would plead guilty on one count of illegally vending liquor, pay the
minimum $100 fine, and return to their business.' The saloon-keepers
found this to be a most satisfactory arrangement in view of the possible
penallties under the Kansas prohibition enforcement law. The state law
required that saloons be closed as common nuisances. The penalty for
the convicted sellers of liquor was to be a fine of from $100 to $500 and/or
a jail sentence of from 60 to 90 days. When Curtis took office in January,
he was confronted with one hundred iridictments left over from the previous term. There were eighty places in Shawnee County that had taken
out federal liquor license^'^ Obviously Curtis had secured election to a
position where an aspiring young politician could make his mark. Furthermore, the Republican partv had committed itself to prohibition as
early as 1882.'' ~ o n s e ~ u e n t l ~ , 'policy
t h e soon to be adopted by Curtis already a regular Republican committed to machine politics - was not
too strange. I t was entirely in character for Curtis to support wholeheartedly a stand made by his party that was contrary to his personal
convictions.'"
Curtis immediately brought one of the left-over cases to trial. H e
allowed half of the jury members to be drinkers. He appealed to them,
however, by pointing out that he did not favor the prohibition law himself,
but that he was sworn to enforce the law. not to judge its merits. As
jury members were duty-bound as sworn officers of the court to similarly
uphold the law, h e told them he expected a conviction. Whatever may
have been the line of reasoning followed by the jury, they responded with
a verdict of guilty.13
It was another aspect of Curtis's handling of the one hundred grandjury indictments, however, that shocked the so-called liberals who had recently supported his election.
On the first conviction after he was elected the liberals were
literally bowled over bv the man they had cupported for county attorney. Curtis insisted that the court impose a jail sentence in addition
to the fine.
'That is treason,' thc liberals shouted.
'That is the law.' Curtis replied, 'and so long as the law stands I
shall insist upon its being enforced to the letter."4

Curtis was successful as county attorney. H e obtained convictions
in all but five of the 108 criminal-case5 he prosecuted during his first
term.15 During his subsequent second term h e obtained convictions in
all the criminal cases h e prosecuted. H e was able to convict in virtually
all of the liquor cases h e brought to trial.16 Within thirty days of assuming
-.
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loafers and heggars who had been good husbands and fathers. I saw
men, took away their ride, made wrecks of then). I let it alone.
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liquor broke down
Quoted by E. B.
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office there was not an open saloon in Shawnee County, and by the end
of his first term Curtis had made Topeka come much closer to being
in fact the "dry" town that it was by law. He had closed eighty-eight
saloons in the first thirty days."
In 1886 Curtis was re-elected, backed this time by tlie forces that
had opposed his first candid:~cy. His record of- law enforcement in
Topeka, and his youth and courage, had brought statewide recognition.

Congressman Curtis
Curtis retul-ocd to the pr~icticeof law upon the expiration of his
second term as county attorney in 1880. He was almost twenty-nine years
of age and had an ussured practice. His clients kept hinl busy, so he was
earning a substantial income.
He had grown in political stature during the decade of the 1880's for
reasons other than his performance as county attorney. Curtis was a
"hand-shaker" and a "pnluverer." R e possessed a political personality
that drew men to his support and held them. He remembered the names
of men and women all over his home county. He was affectionately
known :is "Our Charley" hy his friends in North Topeka. On the other
. . hand, "as he rose in Kansas politics, his more favored enemies upon whom
he bestowed from time to time the bTtter benediction of defeat, referred
to hirn as 'tlie Injun,' or being sarcastic, 'tlie Noble Red Man of the Forest,' or: for short, 'Lo'!" The next step for Curtis was to try for the Congressional nomin at'ion.
In the years immediately after 1889 Curtis kept busy with politics.
It seems certain that lie had his ambition purposefully aimed at the congressional nomination. He was active :IS ;I speaker throughout the Fourth
Congressional District. Each fall he campaigned for the Republican party.
And just as he always had done during the 1880's, he appeal-ed at city and
county conventions i ~ n dpolitical gatherings prepared to name from mernory hundreds of farmers whom he had met in the past.'
Vl'illiam Allen White described the Curtis of those days:
Ile was :I llundsome yol~tll-slight, with the jockey's litheness,
wit11 affectionate, black, c,u-essing eyes that were hard to forget; with
a fine, olive skin, and a hayinow of black hair and a cllrling black mustache. Add to that a gentle, ingratiating voice, and an easy flow of innocuous convcrsvtion uniinpedcd by pestiferous ideas and you have a
creature God-sent into politics.'
In 1891 Curtis first met \L7illiam Allen White-then a resident of El

Dorado,-a young newspaperman who later was to voice his factional opposition to Curtis through editorial comments in his Empnriu Casette.
Writing in later ye:irs when his opposition to Curtis had lessened, Whitc
recalled the event:
That year, well into tllc summer, I first inct a young prince whose
life was to b e linked with mine fairly closely for more than two score
years. IIe was Charley Cl~rtis. H e caixe down from Topeka to
campaign the county, sent by the Republican state central committee.
His job was to fight the Fanners' Alliance. H e had n rabble-rousing
speech with a good deal of Civil War in it, a lot of protective tariff,
17. Villarcl. 1oc.cit.: Seitz, o p . r i t . , p. 154.
1. \Vliite. Coolidge,. pp. 177-179.
5 , Ihid., p. 175.

and a very carefully poised straddle on the currency question (which,
still think-that he knew little about, and
cared absolutely nothing for.) For his politics were always purely
personal. Issues never bothered him. . . .
Butler Coiinty is larger than the state of Rhode Island, and he and
I?with a buggy hired by the county Republican committee, rode over
the collntr together for three days. He made the speeclles; I introduced lim. A glee club went with us and sang ribald doggerel,
lambasting the Farmers' Alliance.
. . . I felt that he was a wonder with his winning ways. I
never saw a man who could go into a hostile audience, smile, shake
hands, and talk befnrc and after the meeting so plausibly that what
lic said on his feet as an orator was completely eclipsed as a human
being . . . .:I

I was satisfied then-and

As early as 1889 Curtis inade ;I bid for the Republican nomination for
Hepresentative from the Fourth Congressional District. A special election
was prompted by the resignation of Representative Thomas Ryan who had
been appointed Minister to Mexico. Kansas had a county convention system, and Curtis was one of several candidates from Shawnee County,
each of whom was asking that the delegates to the District convention be
instructed for himself. he youngest of these candidates was Curtis who
got into the final round of balloting, but lost by one vote, .38 to 37. He
attributed his defeat to betraval by one of his own delegates and he poured
his wrath upon that delegate'before the entire convention. And in the same
breath, party regular that he was, he pledged to support the successful
candidate. Harrison Kelley of Osage County was nominated by the Ret
and went on to carry the election
publican party at the ~ i s t i i c convention
and served the short term in the House of Repre~entatikes.~
In the regular Congressional election of 1890 Curtis would not make
the race. Possibly he anticipated that the Farmers' Alliance candidate was
going to be victorious. One can only speculate as to whether a Curtis
candidacy might have tipped the scale in favor of the Kepublicans.
It was in 1892 that Curtis was elected to the House of Representatives
where h e was to remain until 1907. Th? Republicans nominated him at the
Fourth District convention, which was held in the opera house at Emporia.
Actually Curtis obtained the nomination by default; the nomination was
being shunned by Repuldicans for they were skeptical of the chances of
their party that year. After all, John G. Otis, a Populist and a farmer, had
won the ~ o u r t h - ~ i s t r ielection
ct
in 1890. There was sound reasoning behind Republican pessimism, because 1892 saw Kansas give its electoral
vote to Weaver, who attracted much of the normal Republican vote, and
the presidency went to Grover Cleveland, a Democrat. A majority of the
Congressmen elected in Kansas that year were Populists, as was the
governor and the state slate."
Curtis made the race ilgainst the "milkman" put forward by the
Populists, and his own party knew he would be defeated. But Curtis put
his political assets to work in conjunction with his usual vast expenditure
of hand-shaking energy. "His enemies made the mistake of stressing his
3.
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Indian blood in ignominy." At each of his campaign stops people came
specifically to see the Indian. They saw a charming politician who was
actually more a dashing young Frenchman in appearance than he was an
Indian. "The little, fat, bald-headed milkman with a stubby chin whisker
and a Holy Cause had no show even in a Democratic year against 'Our
Charley'."" Curtis reportedly made stops at farm houses to shake hands and
make friends with the farm families. H e became personally acquainted
with as many of the voters in the Fourth District as he could possibly
meet.7
1111892, also, he began his geographic file of voters in his district. H e
made a list for each township, placing on it the carefully memorized names
of voters and, at the same time, associating names and faces. I t was of
tremendous value for a politician to be able to add a personal touch to a
letter or to be able to call voters of a given township by name when campaigning there.' In 1896 White had the opportunity to witness Curtis
using this technique as he accompanied the politician to a little town outside Emporia.
Another thing I remember about Curtis on that trip: a mile or
two before we got to Plymouth, he pulled out a little book on which
were the names of the Republicans of Pike Township, surrounding
Plymouth, and like a pious worshiper out of a prayer book he began
mumbling their names to impress them on his memory. It was a
curious rite, I thought, and I giggled. But it was dead serious to Curtis.
He had a little book like that for every township in Kansas, and
carried the county's Republican poll list when he went into a county.
In that way he survived politically for forty years. No matter what
the issue was, it did not concern him. He knew that if he could call a
man's name in a crowd, shake hands with him and ask him about his
wife and children, whose names were also in the little book, he had
that man's vote. Whether Curtis was for free silver or the protective
tariff, the railroad regulations or what not, the voter was hypnotized
by the fact that the Congressman knew him as an old friend.'
I n the election of 1592 Curtis turned an adverse majority of four
I thousand in 1890 into a favorable majority of twenty-five hundred votes
( and became the Representative of the Fourth Congressional District of
I Kansas in the 53rd Congress.*'
1
The labor Curtis invested in the 1892 election contributed to his
I strong grasp on the District. In 1894 and again in 1896 his constituents
returned him to Washington. There he became the obiect of some admiration, because it was the era of Populist revolt and Western Republicans were rare in the capital. White contended that Curtis was able to win
re-election time after time becausc of the exercise of mental power:
For it takes brains, and brains of just as high an order, to remember ten thousand names and faces in a district, with something about
- each name and face to distinguish it from all the others, as it does to
remember tariff schedules or the relation between the price of wheat
and pig iron or bar silver in a given month for a half century."
The Populists were anxious to end the tenure of Curtis in Congress.
For several years they had harbored the belief that reapportionment would
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help accomplish that end, but they had lacked the opportunity. In 1897,
however, due in part to a Republican split over free silver in the previous
campaign, the Populists controlled both houses of the legislature. They
believed that they could control every congressional district except the
strongly Republican First, if Shawnee, possibly the strongest Republican
county in the state, could be moved into the First District. Inasmuch as
the First District had gone to a Republican, Case Broderick, in the last
election, and since he would be entitled by tradition to party support for
reelection, the gerrymander would have the added benefit to Populism of
spelling the political doom of Congressman Curtis." The legislature voted
to move Shawnee County-Curtis's home county-into the First District in
1897.13 During all. the years that Populism was rampant throughout the
agricultural West, with Kansas one of the states at the very heart of the
agrarian discontent, Curtis remained a regular Republican." His reward
was the gerrymander, but he did not bow to Populism, and he did not retire from the political arena.

/

As the congressional election of 1898 approached, it seemed highly
unlikely that Curtis could secure the Republican nomination in his new
district. H e knew Shawnee County intimately, but he was unfamiliar with
the remainder of the First District. Furthermore, the incumbent, Case
Broderick, had no intention of retiring. And Cy Leland, a real power in
the First District, was grooming Willis J. Bailey, Nemaha County banker
and farmer, for the nomirlation.
Curtis prepared for the convention in his characteristic way. Before
the Republicans met at Horton, he went out through the district, shaking
hands, making friends, devoting particular attention to the farmers. Curtis
could not control a majority at the convention, but he had acquired a
block of supporters and had established a legitimate claim to the nomination."
-The convention at Horton WAS thrown into a three-way deadlock between Curtis, Rroderick, and Bailey. The contest continued through 701
ballots before the impasse was ended. Finally Leland released the delegates committed to Bailey to Curtis, who was then nominated. However,
Leland had not capitulated completely, a highly unre a1'istic course to expect of the political boss of the First District. An agreement had been
reached that was to be the source of later contention. The Leland group
later claimed that the agreement was written, and that it was signed by I
D. A. Mulvane and Judge Albert H. Horton for Curtis and by Leland and 1
an associate for the Curtis opposition. The terms of the agreement were '
that Curtis would be given the nomination in 1898; in return, he would 1
retire to support the Leland candidate, W. 1. Bailey, in 1900. I t was never I
ascertained whether Curtis gave his consent to the so-called Horton agree-.,
12.
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ment."' In view of his practical experience in politics by 1898, it is difficult
to visualize Curtis so naive and siiilple as to misunderstand Leland's sudden support. However, Curtis was not given to being a political pawn.
Curtis carried the election and joined the Kansas delegation to the 56th
Congress as Kepresentative from the First District.
In 1900 Bailey was prepared to claim the First District nornin at ion
' as
provided in the Horbon agreement. Curtis refused to honor the pledge and
announced his car~didacyfor reelection. Bailey aiinounced his candidacy
also. The campaign that followed engrossed much of Kansas. It was to
leave an imprint on state politics for years to come. Bailey made the Horton agreement a campaign issue. Curtis made his usual hand-shaking tour
of the District. He won the nomination and made some long-lasting ene-mies. Curtis was able to secure the nomination, according to one account,
because of his hold on patronage. I n the years to follow, there were two
factions, the Leland and the Curtis, in the First District, a schism that remained in evidence ten years later, even though Curtis and Leland themselves had reconciled their differences before that time."
After the bitter nomination fight in 1900 Curtis was easily elected,
and each year thereafter until he went to the Senate in 1907 he easily obtained the nomination and c-lection as Representative of the First District.
He was elected to serve in the 58th (1902), 59th (1904), and 60th
(1906) Congresses. He never served as a Representative in the 60th
Congress because he had been elected to the United States Senate, January
23, 1907, and he was sworn in on January 29, the same day he had resigned his seat in the House of Representatives.'"
As Representative of the First District Curtis seems to have
marshalled wide support, just as he had in the Fourth District. H e did not
maintain such popularity by demonstrating a talent for profound thinking.
William Allen White's views have been seen. Even the campaign biography of Curtis holds that his principal strengths were in the nature of practical politics; Curtis won the support of constituents by getting things
done, by maintaining close personal ties with constituents, and by promoting the persolla1 interests of individuals in Kansas, regardless of their
party affiliation in previous election^.^^ Curtis put his half-sister Dolly
Curtis in charge of his correspondence, which received immediate attention. Particular care was given to pension requests. And his file on constituents was considered by many to be the most complete ever compiled.
His mastery of human relations was the basis for his continued success at
the polls. His success cannot be attributed to sponsorship of astute legislative measures.
Cmtis seldonl wrote bills or made speeches in Congress, but
through personal conference he contributed in a major fashion to the
molding of the legislation of lus era; his brand is upon much of the law
that bears other men's narnese2'
Yet, to Kansans, Curtis was a great man because he knew them by
their first names and answered their letters. H e once received 1,400 letters
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in twenty-four hours and answered most of them within the day with the
aid of Dolly Curtis, two or three secretaries, and several form letters."
Curtis gained more than the usual amount of attention accorded a
freshman Kepreseritative because of his Indian blood. He caught the fancy
of Thomas b. Reed, Speaker of the House, who addressed Lurtis as "In- ..
ciian."-- ,4 persistent Curtis legend hinges upon the association of Curtis
; ~ n dKeed. l t was reported that Curtis entered Reed's office unannounced
one day only to discover a group of Representatives gathered there to
frame a gold standard act. Reed insisted that Curtis remain and sit in on
the discussion. I t was soon apparent that the group could not agree.
kinally, Reed turned to Curtis and asked the "Indian" what he would do.
Curtis was not a currency expert, but he knew how to get things done. H e
suggested that the matter be taken from the hands of the caucus of leaders
and be given instead to a select committee. Some time later Reed appointed just such a committee and included Curtis ilmong its eleven members. This committee framed the Gold Standard Act of 1900.'"
Generally, every source, including Curtis's critics, credit him with
having had a significant part in shapiilg legislation during his tenure in
Congress. However, he was noted a s a fixer and a whisperer; he was not
noteu for authoring bills. Hence, it is difficult to determine exactly which
bills he influenced or to assess the weight attached to each case. One of
the more complete lists was compiled by Arthur Capper, Curtis's senatorial colleague from Kansas after 1918. Obviously, Capper was interested
in emphasiziilg for Kansans what his fellow Repubiican, Curtis, had meant
in terms of gain for the state. He credited the following to Representative
Curtis :

~,

,
,

I

During his first years in Congress he introduced bills to further
restrict immigr;ttjon; to settle labor disputes by arbitration; and to
anlcnd the Interstate Commerce act so as to prohibit railroads from
granting rebates to and discriminating against shippers and places.
These policies have long since been enacted into law. He suggested
the plan that resulted in the drawing and enactment of the gold standard laws of 1900 and was a member of the committee which prepared ,
.:
the bill.
At tlle request of Speaker Keed, lie made the fight alone on the
bill to continue jurisdiction in the United States court at Paris, Texas
and Fort Snlith, Arkansas, over crimes committed in the old Indian
Territory, thereby enablng the government to prosecute the cases i~
the Indian Territory which
..
saved the government $600,000 a year for
a period of ten years.-'

His two amendments made it possible for the Free Home bill to be enacted.'"
H e was author of the Curtis Act (1898) designed to protect the Indians. It allowed the Indians of Indian Territory the right to incorporate
towns and elect their own town officials, and it provided that the land and
money of the Five Civilized Nations be allotted in severalty. For 97,000
) c , 15.
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Indians this was the act which wound u p their communal affairs."
I t was proposed by the Appropriations Committee in 1898 that the
number of United States forts be reduced; furthermore, one of them would
be either Riley or Leavenworth in Kansas. Curtis's testimony before the
committee was followed by its decision to maintain both of the Kansas
-

Curtis fostered an amendment to the Chippawa Indian Timber
Act ( 1899 ) which saved the government $15,000,000. "He opposed the
claims of the Chickasaw and Choctaw Indians for the so-called leased
district, involving more than 7,000,000 acres of land valued at $1.25 an
a c r e , " ' V h r o u g h the efforts of Curtis the more than 8,000 acres of the
Fort Hays Military reservation was assigned to the State of Kansas
for use as a western branch by Kansas State Agricultural College. Curtis
made a special trip to Washington when word was received that the 23rd
Kansas was to be mustered out. He influenced McKinley to send the
regiment to Cuba instead. Curtis also had a voice in getting the 20th
would be expected of a Congressman
Kansas sent to the Philippines.'"~
from Kansas, Curtis backed legislation for rural delivery of the mail."
One source lists several other minor Curtis triumphs. H e presided over
the Ilouse during a visit to the United States by Prince Henry of Prussia.
Curtis was a member of a party headed by Taft that went to the Philippines in 1905; he was also a member of a party visiting Panama and South
America in 1907." Curtis played an important role in defeating the attempt to pass legislation that would have funded the debt of the Union
Pacific Railrond tor fifty years. Consequently, the railroad instead paid
the United States treasury the sum of $126,0U0,000.
While in the House of Representatives, Curtis was a member of
three standing committees, Ways and Means, Indian Affairs, and Public
Lands. His most prominent committee role was played in reference to
Indian Affairs, where he worked indefatigably, not only for the Kaw tribe,
but for the rights of Indians in general. For example, it was his interest
in Indian affairs that made it possible to prevent a land graft by a railroad
in Oklahoma. "He remained unalterably opposed to removing further
restriction from governmental care and supervision of Indian affairs and
has always been a waim champion of the Indians' elfa are."^' Although
Curtis was a member of the powerful Ways and Means Committee, h e
was far from the chairmanship when he left the House of Representatives.
In 1907 he stood eleventh from the top of that committee. However, by
that time he had become a party whipma3
Probably the most astute observer of Kansas politics at the time was
William Allen White. He claimed that only once did Curtis take a stand on
a controversial issue in such a way that he could be identified with it. According to White's account, Curtis took a stand for free coinage of silver
in the vear 1896:
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In the iiieanti~lle khe cnrnpaign of IS96 was opcning. Mr. Leland
was selecting the delegates tci the national convention from Kansas,

instructed for William h1cKinlcy for President. I did not care for McKinlcy. I supported Thomas Rced, who was Speaker of the House
and had declared emphatically mld unmistakably for the gold standard.
McKinley, evt:n during tlie canlpaign, was silent on the currency
c;nestiofi. hInrk Hanna, who had taken charge of the national campsign for him, was more interested in his candidate than he was in his
nlatform; but, bsing an industrialist rather than a banker, he would
linvc made tlie campaign on the tariff. Our Kansas statesman were
all for the tariff because it gave thein a clli~nceto take the wind out
of tllt: sails of the fiat money Democrats and Populists by advocating
the free coinage of silver, an inflationary proposal. The young Kansas
congressman from our district, my friend of Butler County days,
Charley Cnrtis, was an advocate of free silver. I remember his breezin9 into Empori,~that spring - straight, slim, with a certain virile grace
that curie from a lithe and snpple figure. H e wore a blue suit and a
?+rawhpt and a loosely tied bow tie, and was too h a n d s ~ l ~for
l e words.
Ile shook hands u p and down Con~mercialStrcet and had cveryone for
free silver before the national Repllblican ~ o n v c n t i o n . ~ "

White also commented upon the stand taken by Curtis during the
Spanish-American War. H e said that Curtis, like most Congressmen,
waved the flag and talked about the oppression of the Cubi~nswithout
beinq in the least aware of the deeper currents of imperialism that were
involved. Whits said that the casual treatment given the issues of the
Spanish-American War resulted from the fact that the cry for a "free
Cuba" was a vote-getter-Curtis was interested first and foremost in
v o t e ~ . ~ V u r twas
i s the darling of the Grand Army of the Republic who
could champion him and call him "Our Charley" because his father had
been a Civil V17ar veteran and because Curtis was prompt in getting at
pension requests. His assessment of the role played by Curtis in the big
issues of the day led White to comment: " ~ h u sstatesmen are made and
wax strong through the years in our democracy. And, strange as it may
seem, the Renublic stands. God moves in a mysterious way, his wonders
to perf~rm."~'

IV. Senator Curtis
Tust as Curtis was not successful in his first campaign for election to
the ~ o u s eof Representatives, his first hid for a Senate seat was also unsuccessful. In 1903 Curtis was a candidate for the Republican senatorial
election. The election of Senators at this time was a constitutional prerogative of the state legislatures. The Kansas legislature was controlled by the
Republican party, as it had been almost continuously since the end of the
Civil War. The crucial decision, therefore, was the Republican nomination.
It had become a custom of the Republicans to choose their nominee in the
party caucus. The caucus was complicated by the fact that the nominees
to be presented for the offices of speaker of the house and state printer
rarely sought the nomination on their own; they would combine with one
of the senatorial aspirants to form a faction.'
In 1903 there was a Curtis faction and an anti-Curtis faction, the
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latter being in the majority and consisting of a coalition of friends of Chester I. Long and of Governor W7illiam E. Stanley. To be successful Curtis
would have had to split that coalition. The following is a record of the
balloting through two caucus sessions:
Stanley
37 - 36 - 36 - 32 - 29 - 29
Curtis
35 - 35 - 35 - 35 - 36 - 36
Long
35 - 35 - 36 - 40 - 44 - 44
Calderhead
13 - 14 - 13 - 12 - 12 - 12
Rowersock
9 - 9 - 9 - 8 - 6 - 6
(Necessary: 65)
The deadlock was obviol~s;it was clea~.that one of the top three contendefs
would have to capitulate. On the next ballot Stanley threw his votes to "his
fellow Wichitan" and, consequently, both the nomination and the subsequent election of Long was assured. Furthermore, the next senatorial election was generally conceded to have been settled at the same time.'
Tn understand the political situation out of which such a predetermined election could arise, one must understand the nature of railroad
influence upon state politics early in the twentieth century. The railroads
exerted this influence jn the statks through their attorneys \vho were able
to implement this power through the generous distribution of railroad
passes to legislators ,znd membsrs of their families and even to their friends
in the case of powerful legislators. These attorneys had considerable
authority to negotiate on their own in n given political situation, but ultimately they answered to owners and managers, in this case St. Louis,
Chicago, and New York. In 1903 the railroads were generally luke-warm
in backing a particular candidate all the way, but it was known that the
Rock Island leaned toward Curtis, the Santn Fe toward Long, and the
Missouri Pacific was initially divided. This division in the Missouri Pacifc
stand was in terms of part of that railroad's representatives being proCurtis and part being anti-Curtis. The anti-Curtis element was nominally
committed to Stanley, but when the pro-Curtis element moved to the other
faction, it went to the support of Long. William Allen White claimed that
this decision was made in St. Louis. Also, he charged that a bargain had
been struck whereby Long was to receive the nomination in 1903 and, in
return, Curtis was to receive the nomination in the following Ka~lsassena~ course, such manipulatio~lsgave impetus to the detorial ~ n r n p a i g n .Of
mands for the direct election of Senators.
Contention marked 1906 as the possible candidates worked for the
1eg.islature's favor in the senatorial election of the following year. William
Allen U7hite greeted the candidacy of Curtis by calling for a candidate to
come forward who was not connected with machine politics. "Everyone
knows," partisan White declared, "that Curtis is a professional politician
witllout an ideal and \-vithout any breadth of view, and that he is ignorant
of the great world outside of politic^."^
Additional interest in the campaign resulted from the resignation of
the incumbent before the expiration of his term. Joseph R. Burton, who
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had beell elected in 1901, resigned June 7 , 1906, when he lost his last appeal on a conviction for violation of a federal statute. Kansas had really
had only one Senator since April 7, 1904, because Burton had not participated in the Senate since the date when the original indictment was
brought against him.' The legislature was not in session; therefore, it was
the responsibility of Governor Edward W. Hoch to make the ad interim
appointment. He pzssed over the candidates who were already seeking
election by the legislature, choosing instead Alfred W. Benson, after ~ o s t e r
Dwight Coburn, the Kansas State Secretary of Agriculture, had declined
the n p p ~ i n t r n e n t . ~
When the legislature met in Tanuary, 1907, Curtis, JV. R. Stubbs,
[oseph L. Bristow, P. P. ~ n m ~ b e lVictor
i,
blurdock, and Dan Anthony
were seeking the Republican nomination. Furthermore, Benson was quite
eager to return to Washington. The political air was further clouded by a
popular clamor against "railroad Senators" because the visit of Robert
LaFollette during the preceding campaign had aroused a lot of hitherto
apathetic persons to an awareness of railroad domination in politics. William Allen White, Henry J. Allen, Stubbs, and Bristow, all went to Topeka
specifically to defeat Curtis. They tied the label of railroad Senator to him,
and advanced Bristow as the candidate of the progressive Republican
1t
the
faction. White gave the following advice to ~ h e o d o r e ' ~ o o s e v e while
fight was in progress:
Here in Kansas I find every single general attorney of every
railroad in the State, 2nd every single newspaper that lias cver been
suspected of railroad alignment, solidly tied up with the Senatorial
candidacy of Charles Cmtis . . . anything you can do to keep hands off
the Kansas fight, merely occuping a seat at the ringside, will be most
heartily a p p r e ~ i a t e d . ~

Despite the bargain of four vears previously. it took five hallots for Curtis
to overcome the formidable list of opponents.' The progressive faction had
no difficulty explaining his success. White said the railroads had "cleaned
us up in short order."' Curtis was elected for the remainder of Burton's
term, and for the regular term following. It has been said that Curtis was
the first native of Kansas to serve in the Senate."' H e took his seat in the
Senate January 29, 1907, having secured election on Tanuary 23. His first
committee assignment was to the Committee on the ZJniversity of the
United States, a group that had no work to do and never met.''
In 1912 Curtis was a candidate to succeed himself. However, he
ran afoul the Bull Moose split in the Republican party. Of course, he
remained a reyular Republican, untainted by progressivism. Curtis encountered another political situation. I n 1909 Kansas had established
the preferential primary wherebv the legislators were to he bound to the
narty candidate receiving the higbest number of votes in the majority of
Bright. Ktritsns, T I . 1 3 .
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state legislative districts." The progressive faction of William 1411e~iWhite
advocated \V. R. Stu1111s for the Kepublican ~loinin~ltion.Curtis received
1,200 vote plurality in the primary election, but Stubbs carried 99 of the
165 legislative districts. Similarly, the Democratic rlon~inee also won
without having secured the greatest number c:f popular votes. Due to
the split in the Republican p'xrty, the Democrats controlled the L,egislature and put their cttndidate, William H. Thompson, in the Senate.
Bright credits much of this to the voting of- Curtis adherents, enough of
whom "knifed and scratched" to defeat Stubbs."
Curtis had to endure considerable political abuse because of his refusal to honor progressivism with his support. I n 1909 William 1411en
White attacked the "The Triple Alliance," that is the discredited Burton
machine that had fallen under the control of Curtis, Long, and Leland.
White characterized this ;IS "The Alliance of Greed and Grab."14 In
1910 The Topeka Daily Capital, Curtis's hometown newspaper, criticized
the Senator in a mild way and chided him for his support of Dan W a g
staff who was running a g a i n ~ the
t progressive Stubbs for the gubernatorial
nomination. Curtis immediately made a statement that revealed wherc
he stood on progressivism in general:

.!

'Before leaving Washington I had an interview with Mr. Taft. H e
was well satisfied with the work that had been done by the late
Congress and expressed himself as being confident that the Republican
party would continue in the nevt Congress the same as it has this
year. I did not see Mr. Roosevclt while East, but that was prob:lbly
because I did not ask for in invitation as others have done.'"

\-1

Several days later, Curtis read the progressives out of the party, saying that in the past insurgents had 'had the stamina or manliness to get out
of the party they chose to fight.' He repledged himself as a party regular
and 'decidedly proud of the fact'."' However, bv 1914, Curtis was able
to make the party split work to his advantage. ' By that time the progressive movement was dying in Kansas, and Curtis made the fight
against progressive Brjstow w h o was seeking reelection.
Bristow chose to run under the Republican banner instead of that
of a third party. William Allen White urged a third-party candidacv by
Bristow because a victory by the Republicans would automatically
mean machine control regardlesy of the candidate chosen bv the neor~le
;tt the primary. Futhermore, h e warned Brirtow that he 6ould be defeated by Curtis." Enough progressives a p e d with JVhite and left
the Republican party to defeat Bristow in the primary. In 1914 the
general election of Senators had been takcn away from the legislatures by
the Seventeenth Amendment to the Constitution of the United States.
Curtis defeated the Democratic candidate, George A. Neeley, by a margin
of 180,823 to 176,929. The progressive candidate, Victor hiurdock, polled 116,755 votes. After his victory in 1914 Curtis maint;~ineda secure
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hold on his Senate seat, winning reelection rather easily thereafter.
In the election of 1920 Kansas gave its full support to the nationalist
reaction and search for the old "normalcy." The hepublican party swept
the election on both the state and the national levels. Curtis handily erirninated the Democratic candidate for the Senate, George H. Hodges,
by a vote of 327,072 to 170,433. The election of 1926 was similarly a lackauaisical contest. Even his old factional enemy, William Allen White,
came to the support of Curtis, although not without reservations. White
haci decided that to advance a progressive ticket again was futile. 'My
opinion is riot changed about Curtis,' he told a confidant, 'but the whole
trend of public opinion in Kansas, in the country, and in the world has
clianged. They don't want progressives . . . The country is in a Coolidge
mind, and it is no time to waste our breath to get them out of it. I shall
support Curtis because he is the best of the reactionary crowd.' White
announced the Guzctte would support Curtis 'without retracting a single
word it ever said about hin~.' The Leavenworth Times observed mirthfully that White was in effect retracti~lg'whole sentences and paragraphs.'
White replied that he had often take11 Curtis to task as the servant of
the wealthy intere.sts, but that he could honestly support Curtis because
of the honesty and integrity of Curtis as a person.'" Curtis was easily
reelected as the Republicans again swept most of the contests in Kansas
-~
on both the state and local levels.
Curtis served conti~luouslyin the Senate between January 29, 1907
and March 4, 1.929, except for the two years between March 3, 1913 and
hlarch 4, 1915. By the close of his Senate career he was perhaps the
most powerful mian in that assembly and at that time he made a bid for
the llepublican presidential nomination, presumably on the basis of his record in the Senate. He was rewarded by his party with the nomination
for Vice President. It is proper to evaluate the legislative career of Curtis
at the end of his actual participation as a lawmaker, because his record
as Vice President contrasts markedly with it.
In the Senate, as in the House of Representatives, the contribution
made by Curtis in many instances is quite ambiguous. I t is said that
certain bills and certain programs owed a large part of their success to the
efforts of Curtis; however, it was again a matter of Curtis the "fixer"
and not Curtis the orator that made this true.
He received unusual notice immediately after his being sworn in as a
Senator in 1907. The Indian appropriation bill was u p before the Senate.
This bill hacl been sent over from the House of Representatives where
Curtis had had an instrumental part in shaping it. Within three days of
taking the oath, he was on the floor of the Senate fighting amendments
to the bill that he believed to be inimical to the best interests of the
Indians."' Also during his first term he was selected to assist the Rep~lblicanfloor leadel-, W. Murray Crane of Massachusetts, because of the
latter's delicate health.'"
In remaining free of insurgency Curtis supported President William
I-Iownrd Taft's policies, which were generally considered to be conserva18. Zbid., p. 395.
19. KCdB, XIV, 41 6.
20. Seitx, op. cit., pp. 170-171.

tive by the so-called progressive insurgents. After 1909 the insurgent element in Kansas was represented by Joseph L. Bristow who was of the
William Allen White stamp. But Taft saw fit to listen to Curtis, not
Bristow, as White was led to admit disgustedly in the following:
With Roosevelt gone, Taft had no restraining influence. He made a
definite break with the progressive leaders. In matters of patronage,
he recognized the conservative senators, where a Republican insurgent
senator had to be rebuked. Senator Bristow of Kansas was set aside,
__ and Senator Curtis was the President's Kansas inouthpiece."
Toward the end of his first term Curtis served as President pro
tempore of the S e n ~ t efor the period December 4-12, 1911.
I
When Curtis returned in 1915 frorn his two-year vacation, he was
-chosen by a caucus of Republican Senators to act as party whip under
Henry Cabot Lodge, who became Republican floor leader upon Crane's
death. Curtis was noted for his indefatigable efforts to rally the party
to a show of strength on e:lch issue. As was to be expected, Curtis opposed President Woodrow Wilson's domestic policies, as well as the
President's Mexican policy of "watchful waiting" and the sending of an
American punitive expedition to Mexico to suppress border banditry."
On February 1, 1916, audiences listened respectfully as Wilson spoke
several times in Topeka in behalf of "preparedness." On February 4,
Curtis introduced a petition in the United States Senate signed by 11,000
Kansans who stood opposed to the President's plan. At the same time
he told an interviewer that he did not believe that war was imminent.','
I n the election of that year Curtis was an active campaigner for Charles
Evans Hughes which, of course, was to no avail. When war came, Curtis
and Kansans in general supported the war. Of course, as Henry Cabot
Lodge's assistant floor lerxder, Curtis just as staunchly opposed Wilson's
League
- of nation^.'^
Curtis, a man of few words, was an early advocate of limited debate
in the Senate. In 1917 he and his like-minded colleagues secured the
passage of a cloture rule which made it possible to end some filibusters.
I t was upon a motion made by Curtis that Senate rules were altered to
prohibit conferees from legislating for the entire Senate; henceforth, Senate
members serving on a conference committee could not promise that compromise made in committee would be adopted automatically. Curtis was
always proud of this contribution. Lodge called it the most important
change in Senate rliles up to that time.'' Curtis continued a staunch supporter of limited debate throughout his career in the Senate. O n e of the
last times that he made news as Senator was in proposing in open Senate
session that debate on a naval aimaments bill be limited; his motion was
adopted."
Curtis was one of the first legislators on the national level to take up
the : ~ d v o c a cof~ women's rights. Of course, it was at first a notoriously
unpopl~larcause among his fellow Senators. He granted the use of his
21. White, A c i t o b i o g ~ a p h y , p. 42.5.
22. NCAB, Current v t ~ l .C, 7 .
23. Bright, K n r ~ s a s , 11, 5 2 .
24. Young and hJiddleton, Hvirr A p p n r c v ~ t , pp. 281-282; Ross, The O ~ ~ t l o o kCII,
,
( M a y 16, l9,98),84.
2 5 . Seitz, o p . cit., pp. 174-17,5.
36. N. Y. Timc..~,Jan. 30, 19-39.
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name and frank to the national organization seeking the adoption of the
Nineteenth Amendment. When the amendment was considered in the
Senate he made a forthright stand in favor of its adoption. After the adoption of h e amendme~ltin 1919, Curtis twice introduced an amendment
proposed by the National Women's Party designed to remove legal inequalities to which women were subject in many states. He sponsored a
bill to protect American women who married foreigners. He introduced a
bill that was to provide better accommodations tor women in Federal
prisons."
At the 1980 Republican national convention Curtis played a part in
one of the more notorious political episodes in American history. After
the second day of deadlock between Leonard Wood and Frank 0. Lowden, four men dined together in a suite of the Blackstone Hotel in
Chicago. The four were Curtis, Senatoi Frank Brandegee of Connecticut,
Senator Henry Cnbot Lodge of Massachusetts, and George Harvey. After
dinner this group agreed that the deadlock was hopeless, and discussed
compromise candidates.
Of the four, Curtis was the most confident they had best take
Harding. Energetic itnd competent, Curtis started out to call on statc
1c;tders and arrange to have delegates vote for Harding in the morning,
so that Harding should be the onc to have the first 'pick-up.' The
others remained in Harvey's suite. Froin time to time during the
night, Curtis caine back tu the room; hc brought other leaders with
hinl; yet other leaders dropping in.2h
Did the infamous meeting in the "smoke-filled room" select a candidate independently of the will of the cocvention? This is debatable. I t can
be safely said, however, that to the degree this group was able to influence
the nomination of Harding, Curtis shared in the decision and served faithfully on party errkinds in an effort to effect a favorable result.'" 0 1 1 Saturday morning Kansas led the stampede to Harding on the ninth ballot.
White recorded his reaction to the instructions from Curtis:
. . . Kansas was more or less pledged to Wood, and we voted
generally as a unit for Wood. Saturday morning, the morning of what
was to be the last day of the convention, Senator Curtis came to the
Kansas delegation and told ns frankly that it had bcen decided (the
phrase was his) to give Harding a play, after trying for a ballot or two
to name Wood. The delegation was for the inost part glad enough to
take orders. I sat in the meeting of the dclcgation in our hotel that
morning, and when the Curtis orders came, I blcw off. I cried:
'If you nominate Hnrding, you will disgrace thc Hepublican party.
Yon will bring shame to your co~ntry.'"~
Schriftgiesser characterized Curtis as fur less able than others in
the group of four that started the meeting the evening before the fateful
27. Seitz, 011. rit., pp. 177-178.
28. Mark Sllllivan, Olrr Tintes: Tltc U l t i t ~ dStcltcs, 1900-1945 ( 6 vols., New York,
1 9 3 5 ) . VI, -59.
28. Thcl-e are variol~s i~itergretations as t o t h r weight the decision in the "smoket
approach is taken b y
filled rooni" had upon tho convcwtion. T h c extl.eme c o r r ~ ~ ptxlrguin
Karl Schriftgivsser, This IVns Normtiley (Boston 1948); p p . 7, 12, 1 4 mention the role of
C:~~rtis. A morc pl,u~sihlcaccount is presented by Wcs1c.y M. Ragley, "The 'Smoke Fillet1
Room' a n d the Nomination c:f Warren 6. I-Iarding," T h e Mississippi V a l l e ~Historical ReI ~ I C W , XLI (March, 1 9 5 5 ) . 657-674. Bxglcy i ~ t t r i h i ~ t ethe
s choice o f EIard~ngt o a number
cif interrelated causes, onr of which was the ~lcitorious nlertiilg. See also William Allen
White, A Puritcin in f k f / l t l l o l l : T h e Story of Calcin Coolidge ( N e w York, 1 9 3 8 ) , pp. 197212; Samuel I-Iopkins Adatns, Ittcrcdihle Era (Boston, 1939 ), pp. 135, 152; White, A t ~ t o b i o g m p h y , p. ,586; Dolly Gnnn's Book, pp. 5(i-58, whc-re she states that her account came
straight from "brother," a n ncro~intthat gmc,rally a3rrt.s with that of Sullivan's,
30, White, A t r t o b i o g m p h y , p. 586.

Saturday. In itself that is not startling, but his accusation that Curtis "was
a close friend of Sinclair and Doheny, the oil promoters, and a crony of
Senator Albert B . Fall" is open to question and not mentioned in other
common accounts." The association may have existed, but the insinuation
that Curtis was linked in any way with later oil scandals is misleading.
Curtis never was seriously accused of cocnection with any of the scandals
of the Harding administration.
Later, Curtis commented upon Harding's attitude toward the nomination :
'I was on the train with Mr. and Mrs. Harding (together wit11
Speaker and Mrs. Nicholas Longworth, future Justice of thc Supreme
Court George H. Sutherland, and Senator Frank Brandegee) when they
went from Washington to the convention at Chicago; Harding said he
had no show for the nomination, was extremely reluctant to be in it;
said he felt like withdrawing even if his withdrawal left Daugl-lerty
out on lin~b.'~"

While Curtis was not involved in the Harding scandals, he also kept
his peace when these began to come to light; he was not the type to disturb
the tranquility of the party by pressing for investigation. The nearest recorded connection between Curtis and Harding was that of close friends
from their days in the Senate. Somehow the fact that Curtis served as
honorary pall-bearer at Harding's funeral seems only right. As Republican party whip, seeker of placid party relations, Curtis may have felt a
deep-down touch of sudden relief as well as grief upon attending the
11urial of an embarrassed and embarrassing man.
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Curtis reached the apex of his Senate career at the same time as Calvin Coolidge. He had come to know Coolidge only since Coolidge's arrival
in Washington to preside over the Senate as Harding's Vice President.":'
Within a week after the voters of the United States voiced their overwhelming approval of Coolidge in the election of 1924, Lodge died. Curtis
was elected majority leader of the United States Senate."Turtis headed
the joint committee which had charge of the inauguration of Coolidge on
March 4, 1925, and Curtis was the Senator selected to ride with Coolidge
in the parade. These honors were the result of his holding the chairmanship of the Senate committee on rules.

L.
-

President Coolidge found that Curtis's friendship was a valuable
asset during that last presidential term. Coolidge faced a Congress that
was determined to act quite independently of the wishes of the executive
branch. Actually, Coolidge believed that as President he should stand
aloof from the day-to-day workings of the legislative branch of the government. The Senate took the initiative in a Congress determined to enact a
legislative program of their own liking. But when Coolidge felt that his
ideas on a particular issue should prevail, he could generally count on
Curtis's support. For example, Coolidge was committed to a program of
economy in government. The Congress nevertheless attempted to en:>-ct
Schriftgiesser, op. cit., p. 14.
Quoted in Sullivan, Our Times, VI, 73.
Schriftgiesser, op. cit., p. 160.
34. According to A1th11r Capper, 'TDC, Aug. 8, 19265,"I-Ic is thr first Hcln~hlican
f;om the West to be selected leader c~fhis p,~rtyin the Sen,lte.
31.
32.
33.

a salary bill for postal einployees that was defeated "only by the drastic
efforts of Senator Curtis."'*
Curtis definitely identified himself with certain issues generally advocated by or adva~ltageousto his home state. Again, much reliance must
be placed upon the account by his fellow Kepub~icanand Topeka neighbor, Senator Capper, an account with an obvious bias." Curtis was responsible for the rirst capital building of Kansas being turned over to the
srate. He saved Kansas taxpayers $bd,U00 by inducing the national government to repair a bridge at Port Riley whlch was normally a responsibility of the state. The kederal road acts of 1916, 1921, 1924, and 1926,
were so amended upon his insistence that Kansas was able to secure morc
federal aid to road building. He introduced and worked for the passage of
the Adjusted Compeilsatioil act which provided for soltliers' bonuses for
veterans of World War 1. For this he received the plaudits of the G.A.R.,
an organization that owed muc'h to Curtis's work on behalf of Civil War
Veterans. Capper also wrote in 1926 that "In this last session of congress,
75 bills granting pensions to soldiers and soldiers' widows, introduced by
him became law."'"
Of course, Curtis was an avid supporter of all legislation he deemed
13eneficial to Kansas farmers.
In 1918, lie joined with other rnenlbers of thc liouse and senate
and actively and vigorously aided in securing loans by thc governlnent
to farmers in drouth stricken districts in Kansas and elsewhere to buy
seed wheat. The sum of over four inillio~ldollars was loaned for tliis
purpose. Under the provisions of the law, a crop of less than fivc
bnshels an acre was to be considered a failure and thc borrower wi~s
to be released froin repayment, but those who raised more than six
l~ushelsto thc acrc were to contribute to a fund which was to be used
to settlc the loans of those whose wheat crop for 1918 was a failure.
A number of loans were made in Kansas and did not have to be repaid
t~ecauseof this provisio~lof law regarding crop failures. The senator
proposed and liad adopted an amendment to the agricultural bill which
produced the same relief in 1919."

In lC21 the Farm Loan Board was without funds and unabie to sell its
l~onds;helice it could not fulfill its function of making loans to farmers.
Curtis introduced and "put thru" a measure authorizing the government
t
the government not only to
to 11uy $25,000,000 of the bonds t l ~ l enabled
make loans, but also to offer the f;um loans at five rind one-half per cant
instead of the previous six per ccnt. He p r o ~ o s e dmost of the amendments
to the tariff act of 1.922 (Fordney-McCurnber) that pim&kd protection
for farn~ersand stockmen at 1-ateshigher than ever before.:'" I t \vould be
interesting to know if Curtis knew the futility of his proposals for relieving depressed farm prices through the imposition of protective tariffs
on products of which c?n exportable and unsegregated surplus existed. He
I~robablydid not. But had he known: one can be fairly certain that he
35. Sch:iftgicsscr, o p . cit., p. 231; Doll!, Gtrnn's Book, p. 82, deciares that the close
relationship hrtween Coolidge anrl Cultis resulted in near unanimity bctween President nnd
Congress, a rather fancifi~l coucrgt: White, A P l ~ r l j a i i~n Unbyion, p. 319, characterizes
Senate Kepl~tdicat~
leader Curtis an an "errand boy.
3 6 . "In most states the Senators represent sections. By ch;lnce Arthur Capper and
[:h:~rlcs Curtis . . arc hoth from Topeka and oddly enough hnve their h o r ~ ~ eon
s oppc~site
coiners of Topeka Avenue itt Eleventh Street."
Seitz, crp. cit., p. 180.
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38.
39.

TDC, Ang. 8, 1926.

Ibid.
Ibid.

would have continued to support these, so long as lie could makc an appeal to the farnlers of Kansas on thc theme of protection at election time.
Curtis was a faithful advocate of protc:ctive tariffs in general, partly because many Kansans-illcgical as it majr seem-were strong for the tariff.
Another issue for which Curtis took a favorable stand was prohibition.
This, too, was ever popular arnclng the ~najorityof Kansans, and from the
time he became county attorney until 1932, he made good political use
cf prohibition. He may have been responsible for preventing the defeat
of the bill that raised the prohibition enforcement unit to the status of a
bureau in 1.928."' He also was credited wit11 the passagc of an anti-narcotic
act." Curtis was an abstainer from alcoholic drinks, and sincere in his opposition to the intemperate use of those beveragesad'
Curtis continued his efforts on behalf of the Indians. For example,
his sympathetic biographer claims that it was largely due to Curtis's efforts that the Osage Iildians became wealthy, because he made certain
that their mineral rights were protected when Oklahoma was joined to
Tndian territory. Seitz set their average income from oil wells at $10,000
per capita.'"
Seitz illso extolled Curtis as il champion of economy in government, a
useful political virtue nt ally time, and particulilrly I~opularin the Coolidge
administration. Seitz asserted: "It has been figured that by reason of bills
and amendments started by Senator Curtis, the Government has saved
over $83,000,000."" capp6r stated that Curtis was an early advocate of
the budget system :md of sending all ~~ppropriation
bills to one Senate
committee to avoid d ~ ~ p l i c a appropriations.
te
The same friendly Senator
listed among Curtis's achievements the introduction of an amendment that
allowed the Presideilt to consolidate customs districts, with $350,000
saved anrlually from the time of its passage.'"
During his Senate career, then, it can be said that Curtis generally
supported prohibition, women's rights, the p~.otec:tivetariff, farm benefits,
economy in government, the rights of Indians, and veterans benefits. In
addition, it can be said that he was noted for advocating that which the
Kepublici~nparty happened to suggest, for attempting to aid the Coolidge
administl-ntion, a.nd fol. asserting the clai~nsof Kansans collectively and individually. Obviously, a set of loyalties can lead to conflicts, and this
-
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41. T D G ~A U ~ . 8, '1926.
42. Cl~itisonce fo~trlrlhirnsr!f faced wit'l :I c l i l ~ ~ n marising
a
frcm his stand for tcmperancc. He granted Alhert D. Lnsker the 11se of his namc as a n endorscmcnt in a n advertisemcmt €01- Lucky Strikc cigarettes lx:c;~use he ou,t!cl Lasker a h v o r (Lasker t o Curtis,
April 14, 1927, Curtis Collcction, Kansas State JJistoric:~! Society). The W. C. T..U.
protcstcd to Curtis, snl~jnpthat the good people of Kansas who had worked so long a g a ~ n s t
the legalizecl sale of cigarettes were sl~rely disappoi~ited. Futhermorc, even though they
knew Curtis never ~ ~ \ c . dtol)acco, this incident wc111ld probal~ly force them t o take his
name from the tcxmpernncc. blotters clistrihnted to school children. It was predicted also that,
if h e ever I-a11 for c~ffier again, he would losr many vot's l)c.cal~seof the advertisement
( W. C. T. U. t o Chlrtis, Aiig~lst10. 1927, Curtis Collc.ction, Kansas Stotc I-listorical Society).
Cl~rtiscxplainrd that h e made thr endorsenlcnt as a personal favor for a friend a n d expressed his r e g r ~ tfor having offended the tcinperilnce elcmcnt. I-Ie advised that they do
the I~lotters(Curtis to CV. C. T. U., August 17, 1927, Curtis
what they thougtlt best al>o~it
Collection, Kansas State IIistorical Society).
43. Sritz, o p . cit., p. 180. Scc also India11 DeEcnse Association of Central and Northern California to Curtis, March 19, 1927, Clirtis Collection, Kansas State Historical Society,
thanking him for his effoi-ts in behalf of Indians irr general and specifically for his aid
in defeating the Flathcnd Pourer A~nmdnlent.
44. Seitz, o p . cit., p. 173.
45. TDC, Aug. 8, 1926.
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happened at times to Curtis. Furthermore, the claim made by his admirers
in terms of his being ail instrumental force in passing certain legisl at'~ v e
acts must be tempered 'by the knowledge that all legislatioll owes its pas- sage into law to concurrence by a Congressional majority.'
In 1927 Curtis voted for the McNary-Haugen bill; then voted to uphold the veto of the act by Coolidge. Seitz pointed out that Curtis voted
for the bill, "though he personally favored less extreme plans."'Wne can
surmise that less extreme plans in terms of Curtis's loyalties would have
involved tariff measures, but not the expenditure of governmental funds.
However, as Senator from Kansas, it would have been poor politics to cast
ill1 initial vote against the bill for farm relief. And his later adverse vote
could be rationalized by the voters much more easily in terms of loyalty
to the quite-popular Coolidge.
VC7hile in the Senate Curtis had the opportunity to act in tlie name
of liepublican regularity and support of the adn~inistrationeven before
Cooliage became President. In July, 1921, the Norris-Sinclair bill came u p
for debate. I t proposed to estab1is.h what in many respects resembled the
old E'ood Administration. The Harding administration was opposed to the
bill. When the bill came before the Senate, Lodge moved for adjournment,
but that was voted down. But the adrnirlistration had another plan for defeating the farm bloc, and the farm state Senator played a vital role in the
plan. Coolidge had let it be known that as presiding officer in the Senate,
he would recogrlize a friend of the bill; therefore, the farm bloc was confident of getting action on its measure. However, as the bill came to the
floor of the Senate, Coolidee left the chair, Curtis took over as presiding
officer and promptly recognized Minnesota Senator Kellogg who presented
the administration bill for considesiltion."
In addition to his original assignment to tlie Committee on the University of tlie United States, Curtis had committee t~ssignme~lts
concerned
with fisheries, Canadian relations, Indian affairs, finance and ~ippropriations, and was chairman of the rules committee.
In summary the following evaluation by an anonymous critic of
Curtis, while somewhat cynical, ;nay help to balance whilt has been cited
previously:
For a third of a century, in the House and in the Senatc:, the Hon.
Cl~arleyCurtis of Kansas drcw his salary and mileage, spread broadcast
in unrestrained generosity the garden secds and moral documents paid
for out of the Treasury, planted his share of patronage where it served
him best, upheld heroically the hand of the Presidcnt - if His Excellency happened to be il Republican-and in all other ways was a
steady, dependable, unquestioning party plug, dull, regular and conform~ng,no worse than the rest of the pack and in many ways a lot
better. He was, by political standards, a pretty square shooter. He
never went Red hunting, and if he waved the flag and occasionally
snored sonorously about home and mother he was at least not of the
smug, nauseous type of Senator I l a v e Recd of Pennsylvania, and
neither was he of the buffoon type of To111 Heflin. Coining from Kansas, he was n voting dry of course. But he was fond of a good game
of draw poker, and nothing gave hiin greater plcasure than to take a
$1.25 pot from Senator Jim Conzens of hlidligan, who, despite his
3100,000,000 Ford-made fortune, would always howl in anguish.
46.
47.

Sritz, o p , cit., p. 176.
Schriftgiessrr, 01). cil., pp. 104-10.5; White, A Puritai~in B t r b r ~ l o ~
p.~ 237.
,

He didn't profess to be a regular church-goer but he was a keen and
regular patron ok the ponies. No one ever accused him of bcing u Progressivc, but the femi~listsnevc:rtneless called him friend, ancl it is one
of the proudest of h i s claims that he led the floor fight for the Ninetcenth ~ ~ n e n d m eand
~ l twas the autnor of a bili protecting the rights of
American women sufficiently affluent to hire foreigners to marry them
and of another creating a series of swell Federal women's prisons for
ladies tangled up with the law. I;'inally his vote was recorded for the,.
Child Labor Amendment-and whetller the fact that Kansas has no
inills had anything to do with it is something that we need not go
into.""

-

Generally what was said of Congressman Curtis is valid also for
Senator Curtis. H e continued to be known for brevity in speech. H e seldorrl
tock the floor to make a speech. H e sponsored Pew pet bills and those few
were not important. l l i s name was not attached to major legislation. "The
historian studying those times must take account of Curtis of Kansas under
Coolidge quite as much as historiaus must know about Gornlan in Grover
Cleveland's day, or of Uon Cameron in Lincoln's day or of John Hancock
in 147ashington's day.""' Various evaluations of Curtis's contribution have
been made, but all agree that Curtis had a major part in the shaping of
thc legislati011 of his day. "Sevcral times, standing upon the floor of the
Senate, h e has spoken briefly in comlnonl3l:lce sentences, introducing motions of procedure, clr even motions to ildjourn, l.)r~tthereby has vastly
coritrolled national destinies. For he is the voice of the organization."""
One accoulit hinted that the sole contril>ntion of Curtis consisted of
such phrases as: 'Mr. President, I suggest the absence of n quorum,'
'Mr. President, I ask a roll-csll," 'Mr. President, I rise to a point ol'
order,' 'Mr. President, I move the Senate do now adjounl.'" Another
account I)l.anded this :I virtue, saying that while Curtis did not participate
often in debates and exercised most of his leadership i r i whispered conferences, h e was still one of the most able leaders in Senate history - a
leader who did rlct believe that talk could accomplish mt1cha5'
Curtis \Y;IS iuf1uenti;il. He was a politician through and through.
JtIe was regular; he was conservative. And perhaps the cynic who re~ n a r k e d"that for Curtis the trinity meant the Republican party, the high
protective tariff, and thi: Grand Army of the Republic" was less than comprehensive in his judgment, but hunlorously near to being correct.""
In any case, in the year 1928 Curtis thougllt seriously of himself as a
potential President of the United States.
48.
48.
.50.
31.
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"Heap Big Chief," Ainrricnl~ hfc~rcrrrcl,XT711 (Xug., 1929). 401.
White, Coolidgr, p. 173.
Ibid.
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V.

Vice President Curtis

I

As early as 1924 Curtis and his imirlediate family had tllougllt of
hiin as a potential candidate for the Presidency. His wife, kin iirlvillid in the
last days of her life, urged the dcvotcd Curtis to leave her and seek the
lom mi nation. While Curtis did not attend the Repul.)lica~lconvention
that year, his half-sister, Dolly, and her husband, E. E. Cilnn, went to
the convention to work for his nomination for at least the Vice Presidency.
They did not seriously :idvanee his name for the top office after Coolidge
had-announced.' While Curtis was considered for the Vice Presidency
in that year, the officc went to Charlej: G. L)a\ves, after Frank Lowden
had refused it. I t \t7ns said later that Coolidge had refused to have
Curtis share the t i c k t with h i ~ nbecause of Curtis's support of the
soldiers' bonus.'
In October, 1S27, after Coolidge had made his famous statement
that he did not choose to run, Curtis snnounczd that he would b e a
candidate for President. Dolly Gann made a trip home to Kansas and
secured the blessing of promineilt Repub1ic:lns of the State:' According
to his campaign biographer, Cul.tis sought the nomination because: (I.)
he felt the nomination would go to a Western politician and ( 2 ) he felt
his long experience in the legislative branch of the government qualified
him to hold the office.' Perh:ips Curtis supposed that the party owed
him the nomination as a reward for his
of faithful work in Congress.
He could not overlook the possi1)ilities of support because he represented
the farming \Vest with a conservative voting record in keening with the
wishes of Eastern conservatives. Futhermore, it was possible that Curtis
foresaw a deadlock bet\venn Hoover and Lowden similar to that which
resulted in Harding's nomination in 1920, and envisioned himself the
compromise candidate. hloreover, it was asserted that Curtis could en11:1ncc: his potential as a candidat- for the Vice Presidency hy making
a strong race for the Presidential nomination.
Curtis set about securing the nomination in a methodical traditional
manner. He wrote letters to political leaders all over tlle country. He
opened Curtis head(juarters in various states. He joined the inIorma1
cc,alition of Republicans that were opposi~rgthe strong boom for Hoover.
and privately, ~vouldbe to place
"To nominate Hoover, he said pi~l~licallv
a hopeless 1,urden7' upon the party."
.
Curtis became the favorite son candidate of Kansas. Actually it had
been known by many as eurlv as September, 1927, that Curtis \vould
r,rol~ably seek t h e n61nination.~ W.
White had
to manage
Hoover's campaign in Kansas, hut when Curtis entered the race h e came
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Doll!/ Gat~n'.sl300li. prl. 6.5-77.
Amcricrrn A4rrrurr~. XVTT (Aug., 1929 ), 8.
doll!^ Gnt~n's Rook. p. 92.
4. Scitz. Tcc'pc,c to Capital. pp. 193-194.
5 . Arne~.icnnMcrclr~t/,XVTI ( i l ~ ~ g1029
.,
1. 402-403.
6. For exnmr>!e, Henry F. Lippitt (Prnvidcnce R. I.) to C ~ ~ r t i sSeptemhcr,
,
1927,
Cllrti.; Collec,tion. Knnr:ls St-tc Hist,)rir.:~lSoci-tv, discussed possible candidates that oonld
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to the support of the native son. Evidently the Curtis faction in Kansas
paid for this by not opposing Clyde Reed, Sr., the candidate of the Whitc
faction, in the gubernatorial contest. White explained that, although a
liberal, he colild support the conservative Curtis. 'Isn't there something in
politics more than the herd realities? Isn't sentiment worth wliile? An these
things are in the Curtis candidacy i11 Kansas, and they are a credit to
human nature." White informed Curtis in March, 1928, that the Kansas
convention had taken 11p his candidacy with an unbelievable degree of
enthusiasm and that old adversaries had come out for him, as well as had
f r i e ~ ~ d sOutside
.~
of Kansas, however, enthusiasm for the candidacy of
Curtis w,ls extremely limited."
Curtis and his Kansas supporters suffered their ups and downs
t)efole the convention met. They felt considerably encouraged when
Lowden showed formidable pre-convention strength. They were thinking of the possibility of a convention deadlock. One day he heard that
a11 twenty votes of the Oklahoma delegation would go to him. The
next day he heard that 1. N. Tincl~erof Hutcliinson, who was pledged
to present the Curtis nomination at the convention, had told certain
Co~lgressmenthat with Curtis eliminated the Kansas delegation would go
over to Hoover. It was reported that New York would give Curtis forty
to fifty of its votes. Soon after that he heard thnt Henry J. Allen had been
praising Hoover in his speeches.''
Most writers on the national scene greeted the announcement that
Curtis would seek the nomination for President wit11 apathy at best and
occasionally with hostility. Tyl,ical articles pictured him as having
had a colorful beginning, a real reputation for political infighting in
Kan\as, and an almost totally undistinguished voting record in Congress
where he had wielded real bower. They classified him as a contender
to be taken seriously, but a contender whose chances were slim. Villard
expressed the hostility:
If the Republican Presidential contest of 1928 should taper down
to Clwrles Curtis it wo111d simply mean that cowardice, timidity, and
moral bankruptcy had done their worst. His nomination would be the
apotheosis of mediocrity; Mr. Babbitt would thereby come into his
O\rn.ll

About the only unique element seen by anyone in the possibility of Curtis
becoming president was thnt it would have been the first time anyone
with Indian blood had attained that position.
A Senate investigating committee discovered that the Curtis campaign was conducted on a remarkably limited budget. Bv May, 1928. he
had spent onlv $14,437 for campaign expenses. He had received $11,685,
mostly from friends. with no contribution exceeding $500. For the most
part, 'the money had been raised and spent by Curtis for President clllbs
in Kansas, New York State, New York Citv, Oklahoma, Washington, and
Missouri. He revealed that his campaim headquarters ~vouldbe headed
by George 4 . Clark and that about $2,000 worth of posters would be dis7 . Tohnson, Willinm Allen Whifr,'.~
12mericn. n. 403.
A. Willi.~mAllen White to Cnrtis, March 10, 1928, Curtis Collection, Kansas State
Hiftorical Societv.
9. Ynrrnr~:lnrl hfiddlvtnn. Heirc Apllnrcnt. p. 282.
10. T V C . MRV 6. 1928.
11. Villard, Propl~clsTrrtc n ~ ~False,
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tributed in Kansas City at convention time. Curtis's o;lmlxiign appeared
in stark contrast to the customary million-dollar campaigns by Republican
!~opefixls."
In the same month Curtis was much heartened by Hoover's failure
to u7in thc Indiana primary electinn. To him this indicated that Hoover
drew well in the city but had a "farm c l o u d hanging over his head."'
\%h' en Hoover declined to try for delegi~tionvotes in Kansas, this was interpreted as ail indication that Hoover feared Curtis more than other
favorite sons, all of whom he had challenged in their home states."
Curtis had strong friends in Pennsylvania, New York, :mcl in the New
England stntcs who could favor him if neither Coolidge nor Hughes was
n v a i l a l ~ l e . ' Y twas :tlso reported that tlie Nel~r:~ska-Wisconsincoalition
controlled by Senator Norris favored Curtis over Dawes, and it was said
that the Dakotas would be satisfied with Curtis; Kansas and Oklahoma
were pledged to support Curtis. It was intimated that Curtis might yet
have a chance because the other candidates had done various things in
reference to the farrn problem that would alienate them from the conl
News, a nationwide
vention. It was revealed that Tlle N ~ t i o n c ~Farm
periodical printed in Vl7ashington, was soon to print an article entitled
'<
Farm Record of Senator Curtis 100 per cent; Kansan played an important
role in fight for farm relief.""' Rut all this was so much wishful thinking.
A hint of impending defeat came when Secretary of the Treasury Andrew
Mellon commented that Hoover was the nearest to what the Republicans
wanted in a candidate." htellon was influential in the crucial' Pennsylvania delegation.
The Republican convention opened in Kansas City, R/Iissonri, on Time
11, 1028. Curtis and members of his family arrived with high hop& for
success. On hanci were E. E. Gann, ~ o l l i , Curtis's daughters, Leona
Knight and Permeli;~George, and his son, Harry Curtis. There were Curtis
headclu~.rtersat the Hotel Muehlebach in the charge of john Rreyfogle
and at the Hotel Baltimore directed by George A. Clark. The family memhers made themselves available at headquarters to run campaign errands.
Dolly Gann said that Hoover's prospects were the talk of the country, l ~ u t
that the Curtis party was hopefill. After all, Hoover had served brilliantly
in Belpilim and had held the post of Secretary of Commerce, but he had
no pnlitical experience. Furthermore, among ioliticians, Curtis had mailv
friends who would be !oath to withhold the nomination from ons who had
served the party faitllfullv for years. They were sure that the contest would
be spirited and intended to work for the nomination as hard as possible
without endangering party tinitv.
Gann claimed that Hoover's supporters had come to town ahe:~dof
convention time and spread rumors that the other candidates, especially
Curtic, were not sincere in seeking the Presidencv, wtnting instead the
Vice Presidency. Curtis tried to stop thil; talk with a statement upon arrival at Kansas City. He stzted that the Pre~idencywas still his goal and
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urged the Rel~ublicansnot to nominate :I person who would put Republicans 'on the defensive from the day he is named."* 13ut his hopes were jolted
early.
It was believed that Mcllon would control thc Pennsylvania delegation and possiibly largely control the convention. His arrival was eagel-ly
awaited. Rut somethhlg happened on the train trip to change that. Upon
arrival, William S. Vase spoke for the Pei~nsylvaniadelegation and stated
that a majority of the delegation's votes would go to Hoover. Upon Mel1011's motion at the delegation caucus it was decided to cast the state's vote
for Hoover. This practici~llveilded the hopes of all other candidates and
other state leaders Ilurried 'to get on the Hoover bandwagon. Attempts to
start bc~clrnsaround other candidates died quickly. Many of the candidates
were committed to Hoover 11y pre-convention pledges. Hoover's machine
had been very efficient in building a strong pro-Hoover element.'"
J. N. Tincher of Hutchinson put Curtis's name in nomination. But
Curtis could not make a show of it. Hoover was nominated Thursday, Tune
14, on the first ballot. He received 837 votes.'"
When the hysteria of acclaim for Hoover died down, the convention
tlirned to the selection of a Vice President. At first Curtis declined to be
considered when feelers were put out to him about the office. Others who
were in the running for the second-place spot on the ballot were A. P.
Fl~llerof Massachusetts, Chase S. Osborn of Michigan, S. A. Baker of
Missouri, Tohn Q. Tilson of Connecticut, Hanford MacNider, Herman L .
Ekern, anh Charles G. Dawes. Cann claimed that various proposals were
made all through the night begging Curtis to accept and that when the
Hoover delegation promised that he \-vould receive almost no opposition,
he consented to take the nomination as a matter of his principle of Republican loyalty."
Curtis's name was put in nomination for the Vice Presidency by
Senator William E. Borah of Idaho. One of the seconding speeches was
made by his daughter, Leona, who was a member of the Rhode Island
de1ee;ation. It was said that the convention turned \vithout premedit a t'ion
to Curtis; at least it can be said that little opposition developed. There
were perhaps two principal reasons for his appeal at the convention: ( I )
his candidacy helped appease the farm element that was disappointed
when Lowden failed to beat Hoover; ( 2 ) it was just natural to rev~ardthe
sixty-eight-year-old party regular with the consolation prize. Certain
writers 'suggested that Curtis may have accepted the nomination with a
memory of Hiram Tohnson refusing the Vice-Presidential nomination in
1920 only to see Coolidge take th; coveted top office upon Harding's
death. "Tl~erewas a scramble For second place, but Senator Charles Curtis

[

18. Dolly Gtrnn'r Book, pp. 90-95. Hoover reports that Mellon called him the night
lwfore thc convention opcnecl and prrrrnised to deliver t h c Prnnsvlvania delegation. Hoover
S , I ~ - SVare sensed this and n - ~ hi~nsclf
t
o i ~ tin front 1,v making thc announcement. Herbert
Hqover, T h e Mcn~oir.sof fZc?4ic.--t J i o r ~ ~ i n r :Thc C~hirzct and this Prcsirlcncu, 1920-193.3
( 3 vnls.. New York, 1!352), 11, 184. Hoover wrote that if there was a favorite among his
opponents it was Citrtis. Ihicl., 11, 192.
19. Dolltr Gonrr's Rook. pp. 90-9.5.
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had things all sewed up. On the first ballot he received 1052 votes. For
the iirst time in the natlon's history both candidates came krom states west 1
oi the Mississippi.""
-The general outcome of the 1928 campaign and election is so famous
that it need not be recounted here except m a general way. Hoover and
Curtis had little serious campaigning to ao. A1 Smith was on toe deiensive
from the start and the weight or the campaign fell to him. I t is not difficult
to agree that neither party forthrightly met the real and grave national
issues.'" Interestingly, Curtis was an object of the attacks of bigotry
that played such a prominent part in the 1328 campaign.
Suspicious Ku Kluxers inay see the hand oi Rome not only in
the Democratic but in the Kepublican ticket. It now turns out that
Charles Curtis, Vice-Presidential candidate on the Kepublican ticket,
was baptized by a Jesuit. It was when he was an infant that he was
taken to the Immaculate Conception Catholic Church at St. Mary's,
Kansas. His mother had attended St. Mary's convent. . . . . Hoover's tearnillate is thus of Indian ancestry and partly of Indian training, and is still a member of the Kaw tribe. '~'houghbaptized as a
Catholic, he is now a member of the hlethodist Church. ~t was only
a few years ago
- that Mr. Curtis himself learned of his Catl-~olic
baptism."
Curtis found himself literally forced to take u p public speaking. I n
Kansas he had managed to base hls campaigns more on hand-shaking than
on public speaking. l t was noted that his speeches were platitudinous and
repetitious. Curtis n ~ a d eappearances both from train platforms and a t
large indoor gatherings. He rnade use of the emotional value of flagwaving, bands, a dancing Indian princess, and handshaking when possible.
A critic made particular note of Curtis having become exasperated with a
heckler whose questions would not be stilled by Curtis's answers. It was
alleged that Curtis said the heckler was 'too damned dumb to understand,'
evidently because the speaker had been rather successful in putting Curtis
on the defensive.'Verhaps it did not rnatter what Curtis said in this carnpaign. After all he was tied to Hoover and Hepublicail prosperity and on
the side opposite the controversial A1 Smith. One could hardly think that
the election would have had any other result than it did had Curtis done
no campaigning at all.
Curtis was faced with a dilemma immediately upon his election to the
Vice Presidency. Presjdent Coolidge asked that Curtis stay on in the
Senate until the inaliguration to continue his role of friend of the administration program. But Curtis was being pressured by his political friends
in Kansas to resign his seat before the newly elected Governor, Clyde Reed
of the W. A. White progressive faction, took office. The lame-duck Governor, Ben M. Paulen, could be counted on to appoint a Senator more acceptable to both Curtis and his friends. Z-Iowever, Curtis made his resignation effective March 3, 1929, the day prior to the inauguration and the
selection came under the control of Reed. Reed was known to favor Henry
J. Allen, former Governor \vho had supported the Reed campaign and who
had been out of favor with Curtis since the Bull Moose split in 1912, but
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he hesitated to stir up the opposition in Kansas unless Hoover would publicly favor the appointment. This was likely because Allen had handled
the publicity for the Republican National Committee in Kansas during the
preceding campaign, but Hoover was not eager to intervene in a politic:ll
situation that was so local in character. Furthermore, he hesitated recomnlending an appointment that was obnoxious to the Vice President. But
after the inauguration Hoover assured Reed in a private conferencc that
Allen was satisfactory and the appointment was made. Cmtis accepted
the defeat with a shrug and even made up with Allen when the latter
came to Washington to begin serving his term."'
Curtis was inaugur;lted, on March 4, 1929. His sillary was $15,000
per year as compared to the $10,000 per year he received as a Senator.
Upon the recommendittion of Coolidge, Congress h:td appropriated $5,000
for a new official cnr for the Vice President. He was the first Vice President to take the oath of office on a Bible in the same manner as the President always had. Since Curtis employed a woman as secretary to the
Vice President, instead of the customary man, he scored another minor
first. Miss Lola M. U'illiams of Columbus, Kansas, who had been working
for Curtis for some tiine, became one of the first females to venture out on
the Senktte floor, traditionally a rnasculirle monopoly. The Topeka Drum
Corps, featuring an eighty-two year-old fife player, journeyed to Washington to drum him into office; it WAS claimed that this had always bcen
done for Curtis since he became county attorney in 1884. Other hokum
in the tradition of American politics included the presentation of sr-veral
gavels and the receipt of a comical teleg~amfrom the leader of an Indian
delegation from Oklahoma, asking for horses to meet the train so the
squaws and children wouldn't have to walk, n humorous way of asking
that transportation from the station be provided."
._As Charles G. Dawes left office he recalled that, upon his inauguration four years earlier, he had criticized the Senate rules and had vowed
to get the rulcs changed. He had to admit that he had not changed his
mind, but neither had he changed the rules. After the oath had been administered to Curtis he evoked chuckles when in his inaugural speech he
assured the Senators that he had no intention of trying to change the rules,
the members of the Senate would make the rules and he would preside in
;~ccordancewith those rules.'"t was later pointed out by certain attentive
radio listeners that Curtis made a mistake in the oath he gave to certain
of the new Senators, which in fact made the oath invalid if anyone had
--"cared
to press the issue.") The inaugural parade was a rain-soaked ride in
open cars and Dolly accompanied her brother. This was in keeping with
her position as official hostess for widower Curtis, an item which he had
:~nnouncedto Washington society.""
Curtis moved into a specially created suite of offices in the Senate
Office Building. These rooms were much better in appointment, much
lighter, and much roomier than those vihic21 Dnwes had occupied. Curtis
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chose Indian mementos and favorable cartoon caricatures of himself as an
Indian to decorate his new accommodations. One writer remarked that it
was startling to enter a modern office and find Indians lounging around
the premises, as they were on the particular day that writer visited Curtis.
It was reputed that Curtis kept his office open to everyone more of the
time than almost anyone else in Washington. He often stressed his desire
to welcome all visitors, not to escalJe the public as had some previous Vice
Presidents.:"
I
Curtis took virtui~llyno p:lrt in the Hoover administration. His advice
was seldom sought, and had it been sought he would have had little to
contribute."' Hoover invited Curtis to attend cabinet meetings, a practice ,
which Harding had foll.owed in reference to Coolidge, but which Coolidge
had never applied in the case of Dawes. Some speculated that this
was an effort on the part of Hoover to promote a closer relationship between the executive and legislative branches of the government. Curtis
accepted the offer, and he attended some of the cabinet meetings. But one
editorial was prophetic in saying that about the only thing Curtis would
learn about the workings of the government by attending cabinet meetings would be that it was futile for a Vice President to attend cabinet meetings. Futhermo~e,Curtis and Hoover were never intimate friends, nor
did they have a deep respect for the opinions of one another."" Nevertheless, it was alleged that Curtis had :I private telephone line installed conrs
with the White House in the event --necting his living q ~ ~ n r t e directly
that Hoover should find it necessary to call him in an e m e r g e n ~ y . ~ ~
While it has been said that "Curtis was a relief to the Senate after
the table-pounding and dictatorial Dawes,""' most observers at the time
were rather critical of the role he assumed as Vice President: It was expected that his long years of experience in the Senate would naturally lead
to rapport between the Senate and its presiding officer. And he did in
fact have much experience in presiding over that august group from his
days as Republican floor leader. However, it was charged that Curtis
became a different person by attempting to surround the office of Vice
President with a special dignity that was incongruous with the "armcircler" who had been known as "Charley" before his elevation to t h e b \,
second highest elective office in the land. He had been the delight of re;
porters who could count on being able to call hiin off the floor of the
Senate for u tip on what to expect during impending proceedings. But
it ul:ls said that Vice-President Curtis did not cater to the reporters in the
same way. Earlier he had been noted for requesting that h e be called
"Charley." Yet it was alleged that the new Curtis would reply to the use
of his given name with a rebuff that reminded the guilty speaker that he :
was now addressing the Vice President of: the United States. It was said j
that his mode of dress, his offices, and his residence all underwent a I
change that was indicative of the new demeanor." Varying explanations,i
31. American hlr!rctrry, XVII ( A u g . , 1929 ), 405-406; S . J. Woolf, "Senate's New
Ruler Long a Senator," N . 1'. Times, Apr. 14, 1929; N . Y. Timcs, Jan. 8, 1929; Oct. 24,
1931.
32. Young and hliddleton, op.cit., p. 888.
33. Ibid.; ,X.Y. Times, Mar. 8; 9, Editorial Mar. 29, 1929.
34. Editor~al,N. Y. Timcs, Fell. 15, 1929.
3.5. Yoring and Middleton, op.cit., p. 288.
36. Editorial, N. Y. Times, Frl). 14, 1929; Editorial, Dec. 6, 1931; Nav. 10, 1932;

were advanced to explain the change. I t was said that lie was really the
same "Charley," except that Curtis thought the office demanded a certain amount of dignity and he was going to prove that he could provide
plenty of pomp. Another explanation offered was that Curtis was too
conscious that he stood to become President in the event that anything
happened to Hoover. This article accused Curtis of having "complexes"
which stemmed from the idea thnt he had lost the Presidential nomination
because of a "double-cross" and that he yet viewed himeslf as Presidential
timber. Another account stated that Curtis enjoyed the "living d e a t h
of inquiring of one Senator whether or not he would yield to a colleague.
Also, it was asserted that each new attempt to bring more prestige to the
Vice Presidency merely drew th.e ridicule of the irreverant."
The position of Vice President must have been frustrating indeed to
the man who had been accustomed to wielding so much real political
power in the capacity of Republican floor leader. He did not often make
the news relative to his official governmental capacity. It was noted on
several occasions that us presiding officer he made certain interpretatfons
of Senate rules. Senator Norris, author of a resolutioil for a lame-duck
amendment to the Constitution which the Senate had passed five times
and the House of Kepresentatives had killed five times, denounced the
leadership of the House for delaying the passage of the resolution which
had been passed again on June 7, 1929. He claimed that the resolution
was kept on the desk of Speaker Nicholas Longworth by the "arbitrary
action" of the Speaker. A Senator objected that there was a Senate rule
against speaking about the House in that manner. Curtis ruled that Senators could use their discretion. The complaining Senator objected that
thnt was no rule. Curtis snapped back, "1'11 make it a rule." He directed
Norris to proceed. Later Speaker Longworth ruled a House member out
of order for making disparaging remarks about the Senate, announcing
thilt he would not allow it regardless of the ruling of the other presiding
officer. Despite this turn of the other cheek Curtis remained firm on his
ruling, I~elievingthat he had ample backing for his stand."
Curtis made rulings noted by the press during Senate consideration
of the tariff in 1930. Curtis broke a 42-42 tie by voting "aye" to give
conferees power tc; compromise with the House on a Senate proposal to
repeal the President's flexible tariff power and return it to Congress. On
May 27 Curtis returned the tariff bill to conference, ruling that conferees
had exceeded their grant of power. The Senate debated that rule of order
at length, but Curtis cited the rule that he was famous for having made
years before that prohibited conferees from putting new legislation into
bills in conference committee. On Tune 5 Curtis again sent conferees
back to committee, ruling that they had exceeded their grant of power
in four instances. The entire matter ended when it was noted that Curtis
completed the last legislative step in the passage of the tariff by signing
the bill while controversy over it continued in the Senate.3@
American Mercury, XVII (Aug., 1929), 40.5-411, much of which is an attack upon the

"new" Curtis, In addition to being a rather cy~iicnl and super-critical commentary on
Curti3 in general.
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In the one instance when Curtis attempted to vitally influence a
decision made by the administration it appeared that his efforts were of
little avail. \?.'hen the Grain Stabilization Corporation anilounced that it
would sell a new maximllm of 5,000,000 bushels of wheat per month,
Curtis said he did not know where the Federal Farm Board obtained
the information upon which to base such a policy. Curtis insisted that
stabilization wheat shollld not be sold except at a mirlimum price of from
856 to $1.00 per l~ushel. Curtis and Scnator Capper took the matter u p
jointly and directly with the Board but with no success. Consequently, it
was decided to take the matter directly to Hoover. Curtis and Hoover
spent a weekend together at Rapidan Camp, Luray, Virginia, during
which they discussed the wheat stabilization policy. One can assume
that he met with little success. Upon his return from the conference Curtis
said h e would present a new plan to the Federal Farm Board, but he was
evasive about what the plan entailed. Soon thereafter the name of the
Vice President was no longer linked with that issue in the newspaper reports. One can sense Curtis's disillusionment, perhaps, in that he first
hinted that he might not seek re-election as Vice President during his
efforts to change the Federal Farm Board decision.*O
Curtis received mention in the newspapers in 1930 concerning prohibition. In a series of articles written by Maurice Campbell, who had
been prohibition administrator of New York, it was charged that Curtis
as a Senator had used his influence to force Campbell to issue alcohol
permits. Curtis said in rebuttal that if his name had been used for that
purpose it was done without his consent. Less than a month later, however, one of the figures named by Campbell, Willis A. Ruck, an enforcement agent, was discharged by'william A. Toerling, a special Federal
prohibition investigator. Campbell had claimed in his articles that Buck
was retained in office after being charged with manipulatng his expense
account because Curtis had exerted his political influence in behalf of
the agent. Curtis claimed that he had interceded for Buck only after h e
had learned that members of the Kansas Congressional delegation favored
his retention because they felt Buck had not been given a fair trial."
Curtis was also involved in another series of articles. Tames M. Doran,
who had been a prohibition commissioner, wrote a p d i c a t e d series
for The Washinqton Post and for The New York Euening World which included details about the drinking habits of Congressmen. In denying that
he had used prohibition agents to spv on Congressmen, Doran claimed
that when Capital bootlegger George L. Cassidav was apprehended, the
;~uentshad been sent to the Senate Office Building: at the request of
Curtis. Curtis admitted this was tnie, saying that he had understood that
he had the complete coo~erationof other officials involved. Curtis expressed puzzlement at being. expected to make a statement concerning the
incidents4' After the initial flurry of interest, these controversies no longer
warranted inclusion in the news, and Curtis seemed to have vindicated
himself to the satisfaction of most observers.
There were several other instances when Curtis, acting in a governJhirl., Tlllv 2 . 3. Editorial Tnly 3, 7 , 13, 34, 2.6. 1931.
Ihicl., Sept. 8. Oct. 4, 1930,
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mental capacity, was deemed worthy of mention in the newspapers. He
adjourned the fourth Pan-American Commercial Congress sine die after
the delegates from twenty-one republics had signed an act embodying conclusions of the meeting. Curtis congratulated the Congress and said
loyalty tn the common good \vol~ldrout the economic peril present in the
world at that time. Curtis received Marshall Petain, chief of the French
delegation to the Yorktown sesquicentennial celebration. They went
from Curtis's office to the National Cemetery to place a wreath on the
tomb of the unknown soldier. Then I-Ienry Stimson took over entertaining
the French delegate. In the same month Curtis received Premier Lava1
of France in his office in the Senate Office Building. This was after
considerable difficulty in locating the Vice President. It was recorded that
Curtis broke a 10-10 committee tie on a minor amendment to the home
loan banking bill. "With a chuclzle and amid smiles," Curtis rose and
cast an affirmative vote. As presiding officer Curtis granted Ferdinand
Pecora, counsel to the Senate subcommittee on banking and currency
which was investigating the stock market, special power to examine under
oath all witnesses summoned for private examination and making attendance by witnesses mandatory.'.' Other than these minor official actions by Curtis his main newsworthy actions while Vice President occurred
in the social and political spheres.
Before his election as Vice President, Curtis had lived in a modest
residential section of Washington. After his inauguration, however, he
resided in the imperial suite of the fashionable Mayflower Hotel - or, of
course, as it was called then, the Vice Presidential suite. The apartment
consisted of ten rooms facing Connecticut avenue and was the largest
in the hotel. Dolly Garln and her husband were to live there also, and
she was to be his official hostess. A Girard, Kansas, publisher, E. Haldeman-Tulius, demanded to know what connection Curtis had with a cer.
and a $100,000,000 bond deal and whether that deal had
tain ~ r Moore
anything to do with the Vice Presidential suite. Curtis denied knowing
any Mr. Moore and asserted emphatically that what he paid for his apartment was no one's business. It was strictly a matter between the hotel
and him. The Willard Hotel revealed that Curtis had turned down a
similar offer of n royal suite in that establishment. The story around
Washington was that Curtis was allowed to stay in the Mayflower suite
without charge. The regular rent for the suite was set at $25,000 per
year; however, reporters calculated that the suite actually yielded only
about $7,500 per year because it was seldom used. They sI,eculated
that this was about what Curtis was paving for the apartment, but they
never found out for
Mrs. Tohn Brooks Henderson, widow of
n Senator, thought that, in view of the kntertainirig the Vice President was
expected to do, the Vice President should have an official residence, a
little White House one rnipht say. She had offered a house to Coolidqe
when he was \'ice Piesident. but he rejected the idea. She renewed the
offer during the tenure of Cl~rtisand a Congressional committee considered the proposal. Dolly Gann recorded that she had approved of the
43,
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residence when it was shown to her. Subsequently, the matter was dropped when a member of the Henderson family oi~jectedto the contemplated t r a n ~ f e r . ~ "
The social duties of the Vice President were more exacting than his
Constitutional duties. Custom prevented the President from dining out;
therefore, it fell the lot of Curtis to be the official diner for the administration, and "his working clothes are broadcloth, starched shirt and white
tie." When the caterer's wagon, the florist's truck, and a car bearing the
seal of the Vice President we're all seen in front of a Washington home, it
was certain that the society column of next morning would begin: "The
The
Vice President and Nlrs. Gann were guests in whose honor. . . . ""'
Vice President served more often as a guest than as a host and he was not
expected to return all the invitations that he accepted. The first stop for
the Vice President in each new social year of Washington society was a
dinncr given in his honor by President Hoover. Dolly Gann, who made no
pretense of disliking the numerous social demands of the Vice Presidency,
put it this way:
So it went with t l ~ eVice President and his official hostess-one
dinncr after another. And in the day-time hours, when we could not
give or go to dinners, tllerc were less forn~:~l
affairs without nuinbcr.
LVc 11nd no days or nights of 1eisu1-e.4'
The distinctive feature of the dinners given by Curtis was the use of
movies for entertainment at the more important functions. At the second
and the fourth annual dinners given in honor of the Hoovers, movies were
shown. The movie The Virginian was shown at an official dinner for Sir
Esme Howard, the British Ambassador, and Lady Isabelle, which Mrs.
Gann believed to be one of the first, perhaps the first, sound movie ever
shown outside a theater. It was also noted that music was furnished by a
section of the Marine band.4"
Capital social life, then, was expected to take up a major portion of
Curtis's time, and it was that aspect of his life that embroiled him in a
controversial episode that was given more space in print than any other
single incident during the time he was Vice President.
A dispute concerning the place of Dolly G:lnn, official hostess of
Curtis, arose early in the Hoover administration. The first indication that
Washington society would not readily accept Dolly as equal in status to
the wife of a Vice President came when the "Ladies of the Senate," a club
of Senators' wives, refused to honor the pretenses of Mrs. Gann to the
presidency of that proup hy fulfillinq the provision of the club constitution
which ststed that the wife of the Vice President should be resident of
the club. They elected instead Mrs. George H. Moses, wife of the President pro ternpore of the Senate. The speculation bv reporters that Mrs.
Gann would abandon her intention of serving as official hostess to the Vice
President proved to be unfounded. '
The major dispute concerned the seating rank to be accorded Dolly
at the dinners of Washington society. This o c c u ~ i e dthe wnqging tongues
of the capital city and reaped not a little ridicule and laughter at the exDo1111Gnnn's Book, D. 193.
N. Y. Times, Mar. 1-5, 1931.
nnllrl Ganv'e Fnl)k, 1113. 137-138.
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perlse of the Vice President and his family. Even though Dolly had been
acting as the official hostess for Curtis since his inauguration, the State
Department announced late in March, 1929, that in accordance with a
ruling made by out-going Secretary of State Kellogg, Mrs. Gar111 would
be seated below ambassadors' wives instead of second only to hlrs.
Hoover, as she had expected as the official hostess of the second highest
ranking elected official in the United States. Curtis made a formal
protest to the newly appointed Secretary of State, Henry L. Stimson.
Washingto11 hostesses took the controversy very seriously. As long as the
dispute was unsettled they could not invite both Curtis and members of
the diplomatic corps to the same dinner. The State Department withheld its decision for some time, and members of its protocol division were
forbidden to discuss the matter with anyone. I t was generally believed
that Stimson would find it politically inexpedient to reverse the Kellogg
ruling. In the meantime, Curtis also could not be invited to dinners held
by the diplomatic corps where he had ;~lwaysbeen favorite guest. There
were many ready to offer stinging rebukes. Senator Norris wrote Mr.
Stimson a letter in which hc suggested that if Stimson could not settle the
matter quickly he should ask Hoover to refer the matter to the World
Court so the State Department could return to considering world affairs
almost as pressing as a dispute over social rank. The diplomatic corps met
at the call of its dean, Sir Esme Howard, and it was decided that the
settlement of the dispute should be left to the State Department. just before the diplomatic corps met, Senator Heflin of Alabama threatened that
if the Gann seating dispute was not settled "in the way Charley wants it"
hefore Congress opened, h e would introduce a joint resolution to define
her status legally. "Charley Curtis is right in this matter," Heflin said as he
pulled back the side of his cream-colored pongee coat and put his hand
into his pocket over which hung a ar e watch fob. "This is a serious issue,
g
boys," Heflin commented sagely, and if it is not settled, this country is
gone." I t was reported that politics almost adiourned in the early days of
April, 1929, as all of Washington discussed the place of Dolly in Washington society.40
The entire dispute was resolved rather suddenly, and Dolly was able
to sit at the dinner table in Washington once again. The State Department
issued a statement that it would not arbitrate questions of social precedence in the future. Secretary Stimson wrote letters to Curtis and Am1,assador Howard, stating that Kellogg had stated precedent nroperly but
had not intended to make a rulinp. Then Stimson washed his hands of the
entire Gann precedence dispute, leaving the settlement of the dispute to
the diplomatic corps.50One editorial writer saw another humorous angle
to the entire disnute: What would happen if E . E. Gann selected an official hostess and asked the Stcite Department where he was to be seated?

!

49. N. Y. Timrn. Frl,. 3. 6. Xfnr. 30. AD^. 4. Editorial ..\pr. 4, Fi, 7, 9. 1929.
50. Ihid.. Anv. 10 19.79. See also this date. p. 4, which incl~idcsthe texts of the
lettors s ~ i i tto C11rti~and Howard hv Stimson. Also notes that the Vice President of the
TJnited Ststes was involvrd in R werrdence displrtc in 1893 when the United States and
raised the rank nf the envoys they rxchanged from minister
Great Britain simiiltave~~lsl~.
to a m h ; ~ s s i d o ~ The
.
British amhassador. T,ord Pa~incef('te.insisted that he be seated above
the Vice President. hecanse the Ambassador renresenterl the person nf the Monarch. The
Ambassador acquiesced to the American contentions when somcone likened Vice President
Adlai E. Stevenson to the Princv cf Walcs.

Even though it was to remain a topic of conversation for some time, the
dispute was ended for all practical purposes when the diplomatic corps
met and decided that until some constituted authority in the United States
should rule on the matter, Mrs. Gann would be accorded the respect that
she desired. Inasmuch as there was no constituted authority which was
likely to take u p the question, this was actu~illya final decision. Therefore,
as loilg as Mrs. Hoover stayed at home, Dolly outranked every other lady
in the United States at society functions. l . h e affair was deemed to be
closed when Dolly attended a dinner at the Chilean Embassy and was accorded the same rank as her brother."'
A corollary social dispute that made the rounds of gossip in Washington was the alleged exchange between Mrs. Gann and Alice Roosevelt
Longworth, wife of the Speaker of the House. Evidently this was the
result of a claim by Speaker Nicholas Longworth that he should be accorded a higher social rank than the Vice President, but he made no
formal protest and evidently no actual bad feelings existed between Mrs.
Gann and Mrs. Longworth. Mrs. Gann referred to this as a "tempest in a
tea pot."" Through the remainder of Curtis's term Mrs. Gann held her
position at the head of the table, and it was noted in most instances that
Mr. Gann shared the spot.
The Vice Presidency w7asan anti-climactic and disappointing time in
Curtis's life in terms of politics. As the mid-term elections of 1930 approached, the Democrats were happily predicting that they would win a
resounding victory. Curtis publicly denounced such reports, just as one
would expect a loyal party regular to do. If he had private reservations
contrary to his outward optimism, he did not publish them. Curtis went
home to Topeka to cast his ballot, and when the Republicans suffered the
defeat predicted by their adversaries, Curtis expressed surprise, but saw a
beneficial result in the Democratic victory. He said the Republicans would
be spurred on to such efforts in 1932 that the Grand Old Party would be
unbeatable."' But there was much evidence that Curtis did not view the
chances of his party in general, and his own chances in particular, with
complete confidence.
During the last two days of March, 1931, Curtis held conferences
with Hoover, and when he emerged, he stated that he would not know for
what office he would be a candidate in 1932 until some time after his
visit to Kansas in June, 1931. But he did intimate that Hoover left the
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51. Ibid., Editorial Apr. 10, Edity,rial -4pr. 1 1 , 12, 13, 1929; One entire article,
"Making Washington Safr for Diplomacy, Tlbe Liternry Digest, C1 (Apr. 27, 1999), 32-47,
was devoted to the social dispute and included much material cluoted frorn various newspapers. Other commentary appears in Anrericcrn Msi..c~rr!l,XVII (Aug., 1929), 404, and in
Dolly Gn~an'sBook, pp. 111-116.
Book, pp. 111-118.
5 2 . Dolly G~TLIL'S
53. N. Y. Titnes, Oct. 14, 1929; Oct. 14, Editorial, Nov. 15, 1930. I n another
instance his party regulilrity c:lused Curtis ( a n d other prominent Rep~iblicans as well) to
appear rather ridiculons. The editors of a hunior column in a student newspaper, The
Cornell Daily S u n , wrote letters to Rep111,lican leaders telling of a dinner to be held in honor
of the sesquicentennial of the birth of Hugo N. Frye rTou-go-and-fryl, a patriot who had
long been denied the recngnition due to hiin for his part in organizing the Republican party
in New York state. Cilrtis wired in reply, "I congratulate the Republicans on paying. this
respect to the memory of Hugo N. Fry<. and wish you a most slrccessfrll occasion."
Fortunately, Curtis's reply was restrained in comparison to messages sent by some Repnhlicans. Curtis joined with the Smate in "llproariol~s" langhter as a Democratic Senator
read accoilnts of the hoax on the floor of the Senate. N. Y . Y'imrs, May 28, 29, Editorial
May 29, 1930.
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decision mostly to his own judgement." From that time through Nove~nber, 19131, there was a running stream of speculation in the newspapers
concerning his political future. ~t was generally predicted that Curtis
would seeK to regain his seat in the Senate. Throughout those months he
quashed all rumors that he had made a decision. He also denied that he
\vould become a "czar" to the oil industry, holding a job similar to that of
the Commissioner of Baseball. He repeatedly said that no one would
know for certain what his course would be until he made the announcement himself.
In making the decision Curtis encountered a complex maze of factors.
Inasmuch as it was gerlerally believed that Curtis and his family had enjoyed the Vice Presiaential position, the mere rumor that Curtis was considering running for the Senate was interpreted to mean that he thought
poorly of the chances of Hoover in the election of 1932. However, it was
also said that this argument was not necessarily valid because there was
danger that Curtis would be defeated should he run for the Senate. Several
reasons were advanced to explain the waning popularity of Curtis in Kansas. First, the Sunflower State was in political upheaval, as evidenced by
the gubernatorial campaign of 1930 when the voters flocked to the polls
in support of "Dr." John Komulus Brinkley and nearly clccted the goatgland quack. The discontent of the state was most in evidence among
iarmers. Second, it was said that the younger generation of Republicans
in Kansas entertained the thought that Curtis had been the favoritc son of
that State long enough. Third, it was known that many of Curtis's former
advocates still bore a grudge because he had not resigned from the Senate
immediately after his election to the Vice Presidency in order to block
the appointment of Henry J. Allen to the Senate. In addition to the speculation that Curtis could foresee the defeat of Hoover in 1932, also it was
said that he was considering running for the Senate because of a personality clash between Hoover and himself. It was also mentioned that Curtis
longed for the old position of power that he had enjoyed as a Senator.
Curtis had to consider, too, whether or not those who predicted that he
would be defeatcd if he ran for the Senate were merely trying to get him
out of the Kansas race. This idea had to be considered, also, when Kansas
politicians advised him that abandoning the national ticket would appear
to be a forecast of defeat for Hoover. Curtis ended the speculation when
he announced at the end of November, 1931, that he would seek renomination as the Republican Vice Presidential candidate. I t was reported that
Republicans interpreted the announcement by Curtis to mean that he believed Hoover would win in 1932; the Democrats interpreted the decision
to mean that Kansas was in full revolt against the Kepublicans and Curtis
had chosen to be defeated as a candidate for the Vice Presidency rather
than be defeated as a candidate for a Senatorial seat. Normally such an
announcement by a Republican Vice President would have been tantamount to renomination, but Curtis was faced with real opposition from
within his own party.5"
Before Curtis had made his decision to seek renomination, sporadic
54.
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booms for other candidates cropped out, and the advisability of renomination was discussed at length. Secretary of War Patrick J. Hurley was
mentioned as a possible candidate for the Vice Presidency. While
Hurley did not say that lle would not accept the nomination if it were
thrust at him, he did publicly announce on several occasioils that he supported Curtis just as he had in 1924 and in 1928. Dawes told those
advancing his name for the Vice Presidential nomination that he was out
oi politics and intended to stay out. Even though talk of denying Curtis
renomination went on for over six months before the national convention,
it was also generally held that Hoover supported the renomination of
Curtis. However, it was said that among Hoover's friends there was
a determined effort to dislodge Curtis. This movement which sought to
provide a candidate for Vice President who would placate the progressive
wing of the Republican party to whom neither Hoover nor Curtis was
particularly attractive was allegedly led by Postmaster General Walter F.
Brown. The names of both Senator Peter Norbeck of South Dakota and
Senator L. J. Dickinson of Iowa were advanced as possible progressive
candidates. As the convention opened, Secretary of the Treasury Ogden
L. Mills, who was considered to be close to Hoover, eliminated himself
from contention by endorsing the renomination of Curtis. Despite his
previous statements, the name of Dawes continued Lo make the rounds
at that time. There u7as even talk of drafting Coolidge as a Vice Presidential candidate, but most observers doubted that Coolidge would accept if asked."" In addition to the obvious utility of adding a Western progressive to the ticket, other reasons for eliminating Curtis were advanced.
Uolly Gann said that her brother's steadfast support of prohibition made
him the target of a group who came to the convention with little else on
their minds exccyt resubmission.:" One prominent commentator on the
American political scene had this to say:
There are some troubled consciences when the name of VicePresident Curtis is mentioned. As rational men the delegates I have
talked with admit that the chief reason for having a Vice-President
is that there should be a man ready to replace the President. They
realize that Mr. Curtis is fourteen years older than Mr. Hoover, and
it is not claimed, I believe, by any one, unless it be Mrs. Gann, that
Mr. Curtis even in his palmy days was any wonder. They realize
that his accession to the Presidency during the next four years would
probably necessitate something like a regency, for he was never fit for
-the office and time is not adding to his qualifications.
Yet they cannot think of anybody to put in his place. For the
eminent old men are not available and the more distinguished younger
men are either too ambitious or too little known. The great charm of
Mr. Curtis is that by renominating him nobody's feelings will be hurt.
If he is renominated that will be the reason why."
Whether or not he was correct in evaluating the motivation for the antiCurtis movement, Lippman did advance the really valid reason that such
a movement should exist.
56. Ibid., Apr. 25, Ang. 5 , Oct. 28, 30, Nov. 28, 29, 1931; Apr. 9 , June 10, 11,
13, 1932.
57. Dolly Gaml's Book pp. 195-196.
58. Walter Lippinan in Intcrpretatio~~s,
1931-1932, Allan Nevins, ed. (New York,
1 9 3 2 ) , pp. 288-289. Editorial, N . , Y . Times, June 15, 1932, questions the advanced age of
Curtis as a valid reason for drupplng hlm from the ticket by citing examples of men of advanced age who came tc~positions of power ar~dperformed adequately.

The consensus as the Kepublican national convention opened in
June, 1932, was that Curtis would be renominated. Nevertheless, there
was an unmistakable air of revolt arount the convention concerning the
selection of Hoover's running mate. Curtis did not attend the convention;
but Dolly was on hand and working devotedly for the nomination of
"13rother." Hoover and his cohorts remained largely aloof from the selection of a Vice Presidential candidate, although later it was said that some
of the President's followers who had initially worked against Curtis
switched to his support on the basis of orders from Washington. I t was
learned that the administration group would have supported the nomination of Mills, the only speaker who had been able to quiet the "wet7'
galleries whle hpeaking against resubmission, but Mills had been emphatic
in declaring that no member of the cabinet could conspire against the
Vice President.
,4t first there was no open break with Curtis, but it was reported
that at the same time only the Kansas delegation was solidly for Curtis.
I t was particularly obvious that the Far West was not satisfied with him.
The name most often advanced by the Curtis opposition was that of
General Dawes. Texas made the first open break, voting on June 13 to
support the Coolidge Vice President, even though Dawes had asked not
to be a candidate. This movement began to gather momentum rapidly.
It was estimated National Committeeman R , B. Creager of Texas that
twenty-four states were ready to vote for Dawes and six states were in
doubt, just before Dawes burst the bubble when he flatly stated that he
would not accept the nomination. There was still much opposition to
Curtis which would have crystallized around some other candidate if one
of the vote-getting ability of Dawes could have been found. Instead, a
number of favorite son candidates were advanced. The anti-Curtis element continued its fight to the last but could not concetrate on one candidate, and the backbone of their opposition was broken. Warnil~gsby
prohibition forces that their support would be withdrawn if Curtis
were dropped from the ticket may h.we influenced many at the convention who were conscious of the pressures of dry forces which were then
yet prominent in certain sections of the country.
Curtis was renominated on the first ballot, but not without considerable opposition. Five other candidates were put into nomination. And
on the first roll call twelve candidates besides Curtis received votes. At
the end of the roll call Curtis was some nineteen votes short of the necessary majority. However, Pennsylvania shifted its seventy-five votes to
Curtis before the official vote was announced. Creager, engineer of the
Dawes boom, moved that the nomination be made unanimous. The press
reported that Dolly Gann, who had fought for Curtis right up to the last,
was tired but happy.'g
Even though emphasis has been placed upon the opposition that
Curtis encountered, it should be obvious that he commanded the support
of a large block of delegates. He did receive the nomination on the first
ballot. Hoover and Curtis were soon to show differences of opinion on the
Tirnc.~,June 1 0 , 11, 12, 14, 1.5, If,, 17, 18, 1932; Dolly Gnnn's Book,
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issue of prohibition that had caused more explosion of energy by the delegates to the convention than any other, with the possible exception of
choosing a Vice Presidential candidate.'
In July, Curtis attended the opening of the Olympic Games in Los
Angeles as the personal representative of Hoover, who sent his regrets.
During the following month Curtis came out in opposition to Hoover
on the question of prohibition. Speaking in Topeka at the official notification of his nomination, Curtis expressed views that were said to be as
dry as Hoover's had been wet. Tames Farley, Democratic National
, looks as though the ReChairman, spoke for the critical ~ e h o c r a t s "It
publican ticket had a half-dry head and dried-out tail." Special criticism
was leveled at the Republicans for not including New York and Chicago,
notorious centers of wet sentiment, in the chain of cities receiving radio
coverage of Curtis's acceptance The Republicans appeared to be at a
disadvantage in explaning why that omission had occurred. Generally,
one could say that both Hoover and Curtis had remained true to the vague
plank in the Republican platform that asserted that the voters should make
a decision on prohibition. Hoover was certain that a change in the law
would be called for; Curtis was certain the law would stand.""
Political observers predicted that the Curtis stand on prohibition
would result in curtailment of his speaking schedule. H e had been
speaking rather frequently since the slimmer of 1930. Now he was assigned to a heavy schedule of pre-election speeches in the states of Kentucky, Tennessee, M7est Virginia, Oklahoma, Missouri, Nebraska, North
Dakota, Montana, and Washington. In addition, he spoke in Iowa and
Pennsylvania, and he closed his campaign activity with a hurried round
of appearances in South-Central Kansas." Obviously, Curtis was carefully steered away from metropolitdn areas during the campaign.
A survey of Curtis's campaign and pre-campaign utterances would
be instructive in ascertaining what Curtis as Vice President of the United
States believed to be the real issues of the day. Curtis's speeches were
quite repetitive. H e had n small number of favorite topics that he included in almost every speech in one manner or another. This was conditioned partly by the nature of the audiences he faced. For example,
his references to the farm problem in almost every speech are easily understood in view of an intinerary that put him before rural audiences on
nearly every occasion. His choice of topic was also conditioned by the
times: he could hardly avoid discussing the depression. His proposals
for solving the problems of the day fell into a pattern, so much so in fact
that he sometimes repeated entire phrases, sentences, or even paragraphs
almost verbatim in his series of speeches. I t would seem possible then to
summarize the Curtis speeches of the latter part of his term as Vice President, particularly the speeches of the 1932 nationaI campaign.
Curtis made references to prohibition on occasion, although he apparently avoided the issue when possible during the campaign. H e was
endorsed by dry organizations as having the proper view toward the prohibition question. He refused to elaborate on the stand he took in his
60. N. Y. Times, July 20, 30, 31, 1932; July 20, 1932; Aug. 18, 19, 20, Editorial
Aug. 50, 1932.
61. lhitl., Sept. 4 , 17, 18, 25, Oct. 10, Nov. 8, 1932.

acceptance speech, but he said that he did not believe that his position
conflictt!d with the Republican platform. He said also that he did not
believe ihat his position on prohibition had hurt Hoover's chances. But
his views were disquieting to some Republicans. Curtis was slated to open
the Republican campaign in Pennsylvarlia where there was considerable
wet sentiment. State Republican leaders discussed obtaining another
speaker, but they decided that to drop Curtis on such short notice would
be openly discourteous. I t was duly reported that when Curtis spoke in
Lehigh County, Pennsylvania, lle did not mention the subject of prohibition. Evidently that was the way Curtis and Pennsylvania were made
compatible on the subject. When Curtis did mention prohibition it was
through allusions in the form of pleas for support of the Constitution, observance of law, and respect for the courts. He usually called for the deportation of alien criminals a.nd racketeers as a corollary to his statements
on behalf of the Constitution, flag, law, courts, and country. Particularly,
he stressed deportation of undesirable aliens when speaking before groups
such as the Daughters of the American Revolution."' The following is an
example of his allusions to prohibition:
What we need more than ever is reverence for the Constitution
and respect for the courts of the country. It is not pleasing to note the
wave that is sweeping over the country which disregards law and order
and the Constitution, and substitutes man's desire, and weakens
opinion of law.
To determine the extent to which legislation is beneficial and beyond which it is hurtful is a province of statesmanship. Good laws are
the result of the application of common sense and sound judgment
to immutable principles. While people mny differ as to the wisdom of
the enactment of a particular piece of legislation, or to the amending
of the Constitution in regard thereto, it is in~possibleto ignore the
Constitution and unthinkable to evade it by administrative policy,
either national or state.63
The speech was delivered in 1930 and was actually more explicit
than the speeches he made during the 1932 campaign containing the same
views. Most of the speeches similar to that above were delivered
in the year l 9 3 l a s 4
Curtis had a stock of standard statements about the depression that
appeared in most of his speeches. He seemed to view the depression as a
natural occurence, saying that every boom period accompanied by overspeculation had been followed by a depression. Furthermore, he would
al.ways point out that after each depression the country had advanced and
prospered in an unprecedented way. Several times he called for speculators to stop hoarding money that should be in circulation. Curtis lauded
Hoover as having done more than any other President in history to stop a
panic. His speeches were studded with calls to the people for united
and non-partisan efforts that would lead to a restoration of confidence.
Curtis said that the United States was the last country to enter the depression and would be the first to recover. He extended his sympathies
to other nations of the world suffering from economic depression, but he
said that this nation would have to accomplish its own recovery before
62. Ihid., Aug. 21, 25, Editorial Aug. 25, 39, Sept. 4, 18, 1932.
63. Ihicl., July 5. 1930.
64. Ibid., May 31. July 5, 21, .4ug. 35, No\. 12, 1931; Apr. 19, 1932. See also
Ihid., Sept. 24, Oct. 1, 1932.

attempting to help other nations. This was a reference to war debt cancellation which he openly opposed. Curtis assured his audiences that
Hoover's moratorium on war debt payments was not an initial step toward
cancellation. H e repeatedly said that practically every depression occurred when the Democratic party was in power. He hinted that the depression would have been shorter and less severe if the Democrats had
not hindered the restoration of confideilce by making political use of the
nation's economic distress. He asserted that the depression was nearly
over in 1932 and that prosperity would soon return. Curtis repeatedly
praised the Reconstruction Finance Corporation, which he said had helped
save the smaIler banks most in need of help. He assured listeners that the
RFC was a temporary expedient that would soon be discontinued as prosperity returned. On the other hand, Curtis criticized the Federal Reserve
System on the grounds that it drained money away from rural areas to
urban centers where it entered speculative channels. In contrast he said
that seventy-six per cent of the relief by the RFC had gone to cities of
less than 10,000 population."
In terms of the farm problem Curtis also had a set pattern. With
few exceptions he tied the salvation of the farmer to one of his pet avocations, the venerable protective tariff. Of course, Curtis ridiculed Roosevelt's six-point agricultural program. He blamed the plight of the farmer
on the administration of Wilson. Curtis claimed the farmers7 surplus
problem after World War I was the result of expansion in response to war
demands and that this was rewarded by an unreasonable deflation by the
Federal Reserve System upon the order of President Wilson, acting upon
the advice of William Gibhs McAdoo and other Democrats. Therefore,
Curtis argued that the charge made by Roosevelt that the farm depression
began in 1921 under President Harding was false. He pointed with pride
to the fact that one of the first legislative enactments of the Hardin?
administration was the Emergeilcy Tariff Act, followed by the FordneyMcCumber Tariff Act, and later the Smoot-Hawley Tariff Act, all of
which included protection on farm products. Curtis proudly claimed that
he helped effect the enactment of these farm tariff provisions, an indignant
retort to Roosevelt's assertion that the Republican tariff was a fraud upon
the American farmer. He suggested several times d u r i n , ~the campaign
that the farmer would secure much relief if cooperative marketinq agencies
could be developed. He said that if organized properly such a plan would
reduce the price spread between farm prices and food prices without iniuring those who were fair in their dealings with farmers. He did not elaborate on the proper organization that would accomplish that goal.
Naturallv Curtis defended the actions of the Hoover administration in reference to the farm problem, pointing out specifically that Hoover had
ordered the Federal Land Banks to extend mortaaqes rather than foreclose mortgages and that seed and crop loans had been arranged." The
limit of Curtis's appeals in those desperate years was demonstrated when
the Renublicans failed to carry the agricultural state of Kansas, the home
state of Curtis himself.
6 5 . I b X , Mar. 20, A m . 17. 1932: Jnne 5 . 1930; Ang. 20. Sept. 23, 24. 25, 27, 28,
30, Oct. 1. 7. 1932. SCP $ 1 ~ - Ihid. Nov. 14, Ort. 11, 18, 22, Nov. 6, 14, 1930; July 5,
18, Nnv. 29. nec. 29, 30:Editorial Dec. 30. 1931.
6 6 . Ibid., Sept. 18, 24, 30, Oct. 1, 6, 11. 23, 1032.

Curtis did not limit his defense of the tariff merely to the agricultural
schedules. He denounced Roosevelt's demands for a revenue tariff. He
said that a tariff fo1- revenue would not help one farmer, laborer, mine, or
factory in the United States. He claimed that Roosevelt was in error in
stating that the Fordney-McCumber tariff had been injurious to trade, and
he took offense to the Democratic predictions that the Smoot-Hawley
tariff would constrict the foreign trade of the United States. Curtis claimed
that under the Fordney-McCumber tariff the exports of the United States
had increased while imports had decreased. He denounced the Democrats
as "spotted protectionists" and called for the election of Congressnlen who
believed in the "American system of protection."" The tariff was just one
item of what Curtis felt to be "American."
Curtis paid passing tribute to arbitration and the search for world
peace while calling for strong armed Forces so long as mutual reduction of
armaments seemed unlikely. He emphasized the need for peace, but he
asserted that it must be peace. with honor and peace in keeping with the
long-established tradition of avoiding entangling alliances. In other words,
Curtis hoped for peace and the useful settlement of international disputes,
but he was rather skeptical of the motives of other nations. His pronouncements in tei-ms of world cooperation hearkened back to the days when he
aided Henry Cabot Lodge in the fight against Wilson's League of Nations.
Curtis said little about benefits for veterans which had become a hot issue
after Hoover had dispersed the "Bonus Army" in 1932. Hecklers often
interrupted Curtis's speeches with noisy comments about Hoover's expulsion of the veterans mob from Washington. Curtis always defended Hoover's actions, and Curtis himself had first employed troops against the bonus
marchers before Hoover had done so. Curtis once called for two companies
of Marines from the Washington Navy Yard to relieve the Capital police
guard. The Marines were sent back when General Pelham D. Glassford,
Superintendent of Police, assured Curtis that troops were not necessary."
In his appeals for "Americanism" were included the usual praise 'for
women, for mother, for families, for home, for separation of church and
state, for education, for self reliance and most of^ the homely virtues an
American politician finds it expedient to defend whether asked to or not.
His appeal to labor groups was limited to his advocacy of stricter immigration laws and n few minor comments concerning the need of a shorter
work week. Curtis joined other Republicans in paying tribute to Secretary
of Labor T. T. ("Jim the Puddler") Davis; Curtis credited Davis with obtaining for labor wages that were unparnlled in history. Throughout the
campaign he predicted that good times were on the way, and that the
Republicans would win the election."
The voters ended the career of holding public office for Curtis in the
general election of November, 1932. He predicted a Republican victorv
even after the first returns on election dav indicated a Democratic trend,
and he exnressed surprise at the final results. The nress treated Curtis with
kindness. One writer took an indulgent view of Curtis's surprise at the re38. Nnv. 8. 1932: Ort. 3. 9 . 23. 1930.
ThV.. Feb. 29. AD?. 19. Nnv. 12. 1932; Feb. 9, 1936; See also Ibicl., July 5 ,
Aug. 16, l 9 3 n : Iriav 31, Oct. 26, Y n v , 12. 29. 1931,
69. W i d . . Tulv ,5. Nnv. 14. 1930: Aor. 21, Alig. 25. 1931; Feb. 21, June 21, 1932;
Aug. 24, Sept. 28, 1932; Aug. 30, Sept. 29, Oct. 24, 1933.
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sounding defeat of the Republican party and asserted that it was certain
that the Democrats would never be able to blame Curtis for having anything to do with bringing on the depression. I t was admitted that Curtis
made a valiant effort on behalf of the doomed cause of the Republican
national ticket when he could easily have run for the Senate. Of course, it
is impossible to even make an intelligent guess as to whether he could
have won a senatorial election. One editorial suggests that Curtis could
retire to private life with the satisfaction of: contemplating John Nance
Garner immeshed in the dull task of presiding over the United States
Senate.'"
As a lame-duck Vice-President, Cmtis made news in his Constitutional capacity of presiding officer on one occasion. Men representing an
organization called the Rank and File Veterans presented petitions to both
houses of Congress to be read by the presiding officers. A small group
from the "bonus army" of about one-hundred was admitted to each House.
The petition they presented asked for immediate payment of the adjusted
compensation certificates, expounded the sufferings of former service men,
and urged that disability payments not be reduced. Before Curtis would
read the petition to the Senate he demanded that a portion censuring
Hoover for the eviction of the bonus arrny from Washington during the
previous summer be deleted. Samuel J. Stembler, leader of the radical
group, refused and suggested that Curtis do it himself. Curtis struck out
the paragraph and presented the petition. As the committee left, one
delegate refused to shake hands with Curtis. Curtis retorted, "Well you
can go to the devil!" John Garner, Speaker of the House, accepted the petition without objection from James W. Ford, vice-presidential candidate
for the Comnlunist party in the previous election."
On March 4, 1933, Curtis retired from public office. On the eve of
his retirement a silver tray was presented to him by the Senate which bore
the inscribed facsimilies of the signatures of all the Senators. The next day
he quietly administered the oath of office to Garner in a solemn ceremony.
Garner seemed embarrassed by the solemnity after the contrasting congeniality of the House of Representatives, khich Garner had adjourned
sine die a short time before." Although Curtis was out of office he chose to
remain on the scene in Washington during his last years.
Curtis established his legal residence in Washington, D. C. He was
admitted to the practice of law before the bar of the District of Columbia
and opened law offices in Washington. I t was said that his office became
the rendezvous of politicians where the fine art of politics was the main
topic of discu~sion.'~I n 1933 he was made president of the New Mexico
Gold Producers Corporation, but it is doubtful that he was more than a
figurehead for the mining
All of this was not easily understood
by Kansans:
There were acts in the later life of the man Kansas had so honored
which were somewhat puzzling to Kansans. His whole background
was Kansas. The state eventually gave him alnlost everything he
-
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asked for or even intimated he would like to have. It took pride in his
accoinplishments and in the honors bestowed upon hirn later by the
entire nation when he was elected vice-president.
But Kansas and Kansans never could quite understand why, when
he had reached the high office and finished with it, [hle lost interest
in Kansas; w[hly he announced that tliereafter his honle would be in
Washington; why Ile withdrew his holdings frorn the state of his birth
and development. Another thing many Kansans never could fully
understand was why he became the attorney for and defender of Dr.
John H. Brinkley in
.
- the years when the state was trying to oust him
from its confines.'"
Even though Curtis no longer held office, he continued an active interest in political affairs during the years 1933-1936. Upon retirement he
became chairman of the National Republican League, an organization designed to work for the election of Republicans in the elections of 1934 and
1936. Later Curtis resigned, and the organization became inactive. Of
course, he was critical of the program of President Roosevell-; he usually
based his criticism upon an appeal to preserve the Constitution. He staled
that the Republicans were always careful to stay within the meaning of
the Constitution, but others were not so cautious. H e predicted victory for
the Hepublicans in the Presidential election of 1936, and he confidently
asserted that the Republicans had at least a dozen men who could de,feat
Roosevelt. However, he refused to name the men. He announced in 1935
that he would be active in the 1536 campaign, but would not seek an office for himself. He advocated the nomination of Alf M. Landon as the
Republican Presidential candidate as early as August, 1935. Late in the
same year Curtis was chosen as chairman of the Republican Senatorial
Campaign Committee and was expected to ti& an active part in the
campaign for the election of Republicans to the Senate."' I t required a
much more final defeat than the mere loss of the election of 1932 to end
Curtis's interest in politics and to remove his influence from the political
fortunes of the Kepublican party.
On February 8, 1936, a maid found Curtis dead in bed at the home
of Ilolly Gann where Curtis had been residing since his retirement. The
death of the seventy-six year old former Vice President was attributed to
a heart attack. is body was returned to Topeka where the only Vice
President to come from Kansas wcis buried not far from the spot where
lie began his existence among the Indians. He had indeed risen high in
the nation's esteem before coming to rest perinanently in his home town.'
7 5 . Kunsas City Stnr; Feb. 8, 1936.
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